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CHAPTER I

INDIVIDUAL SCOUTING
Paragraphs

Section 1. Definition and Training 1-6

2. Operations 7-9

SECTION 1

DEFINITIONS AND TRAINING

1. Scope.—This chapter contains the methods for training

individual scouts.

2. Necessity for Training.—Information vital to the secur-

ity and movement of a unit is gathered principally by indi-

viduals known as scouts or observers and by the operations of

small groups known as patrols. In order to accomplish their

mission of gathering information or of security, scouts and
patrols must be able to operate by night and by day over varied
ground and frequently close to or within the enemy position.

This duty requires a high degree of training in concealment,
movement, and observation. Without this training, casualties
among the scouts and patrols will be numerous and the infor-

mation gathered will be of little value.

3. Definitions.—a. Scouts.—A scout is a soldier whose
duty is to reconnoiter or gain information of the whereabouts,
movements, and condition of the enemy.

b. Patrols.—A patrol is a detachment of troops sent
out from a larger body on a mission of reconnaissance or
security, or both.

c. Employment.—Scouts and patrols are important
agencies at the disposal of small unit commanders for gaining
information of hostile troops and positions.

A group of especially qualified scouts may be formed
into a patrol or one or more of these scouts may be attached to
a patrol sent on any specific mission. The officer requiring the
information must determine whether to employ a scout, a
group of scouts, or to attach scouts to a patrol.

4. Organization.—All marines receive general training as
scouts. Two members of each rifle squad are given specialized
training as scouts. An intelligence section whose members are
trained as scouts is included in the headquarters company of
each regiment and battalion.

5. Training Requirements.—Scouts must be taught the fol-

lowing :

a. Terrain features.—To recognize and use the military
terms for features of the terrain. Natural features of the
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terrain are the forms and growths of nature, such as hills,

valleys, woods, and streams. Artificial features are the works
of man, such as houses, bridges, and railroads. (See fig. 1.)

b. Map reading.—How to orient a map by compass, by
two points, by watch and sun, or by the North Star ; understand
conventional signs, be able to determine elevation from con-

tours, scale distance on a map, solve simple visibility problems,

and find his position upon the map or know his position in re-

lation to other positions or objects on the ground.

c. To determine direction.— (1) With compass.—To
use the compass for orientation and marching, by day and by
night, and to determine direction from a map and apply it to

movement on the ground.

(2) Without compass.— (a) General.—If a scout

is without a compass, he should, before going upon a mission,

carefully study a map of the country to be traversed and fix

in mind the general features, streams, ridges to be crossed,

and their relation to the direction to be taken. He should make
notes of terrain features and landmarks along his proposed
route and rely on his notes for guidance. On his way out the
scout should look back occasionally to note the relative posi-

tions of landmarks, the slope of the ground, and the direction

of streams. This will assist in guiding him on his return. At
night, prominent terrain features outlined against the sky are
used to maintain direction.
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(b) By watch and sun.—Within latitudes of

the North Temperate Zone which include the continental limits

of the United States, the following method, correct to within

8°, may be used during the hours from 6 a. m. to 6 p. m. : hold

a watch horizontally, face up, and point the hour hand at the

sun ; a line from the center of the dial passing half-way between
the hour hand and 12 o'clock (bisecting the smaller arc) will

point south. Look along this line and pick out some object in

line on the ground. (See fig. 2.)

ffX)

^^^^ \ / 3^4^,
^^^^^^ ^ \

RD 3927

Figure 2.—Method of determining direction by watch and sun.

(c) By North Star.—The two stars at the

end of the bowl of the Big Dipper known as the "pointers" in-

dicate at any hour the position of the North Star. The Big
Dipper revolves around the North Star and the pointers con-

tinue to indicate its position. (See fig. 3.)

RD 3927

Figure 3.—To locate the North Star by means of the Big Dipper.
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d. Message writing.— (1) General.— (a) The Pri-

mary object of all messages sent in the field is to transmit
information, orders, or requests between commanders and
subordinates.

(b) If information is to be of effective

assistance to a commander, it must be accurate, clear, and
complete. It must convey to the receiver the exact meaning
intended by the sender. There must be no chance of its being
misconstrued.

(c) Although information should be as com-
plete as possible, items which cover but a fragment of the
desired information are transmitted to the commander.
Negative information also may be valuable. A steady flow of

many minor items which appear to be relatively unimportant
may be pieced together to form a clear picture upon which the
commander may base his estimate of the situation. Orders of
major importance are often transmitted in fragmentary form.

(d) Speed is always essential. Battle con-
ditions change quickly, and information soon becomes useless

if its transmission to the commander is delayed. Information
must be obtained quickly and transmitted without delay.

(e) Written messages are preferred to oral

messages in the field, except during conditions when writing is

impracticable or when the danger of capture makes it unsafe to

place the information in writing.

(f) Written messages should be on blanks
from Message Book, U.S. Marine Corps, whenever possible.

This message book provides a standard form which, if filled out
correctly, will insure the proper inclusion of the necessary in-

formation relating to the message (number of message, time
sent, how sent, etc.) and enable the message to be understood
more clearly by the recipient.

(2) Heading.— (a) Do not write in the spaces
above the double line at the top of the message blank. These
spaces are for use of message center only.

(b) If you are the leader of a patrol, or are
on any other definite missions and are writing messages con-
cerning these missions, number messages in sequence for each
such mission on which you are sent. This enables your com-
mander to know whether or not he has received all of your
messages.

(c) If it is necessary to send a message to any
person other than your commander, state that fact in your next
message to your commander so that he will understand the
break in sequence of the numbering of the message.

(d) The date will be expressed by spelling out
or abbreviating the name of the month either followed by or
immediately preceded by the numeral indicating the day of the
month, as, for example: Oct. 10, 1943 or 10 Oct., 1943/
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(e) When future plans are involved and it is

desired to keep the date of the operation secret, dates may be
expressed by D plus or minus a numeral. When D-Day has
actually passed, dates will be expressed as indicated in sub-
paragraph d.

(f) After "To," write the official designation

of the person addressed and not his name. For instance, send
messages to CO Co A 5th Marines, and not to Capt E. J. Smith
"Co A". Except when the requirements of secrecy forbid, use
the full address

;
i.e., CO Co B 10th Inf. Many messages go to

the wrong company or battalion when the full address is not
given. However, when there is danger that the messages may
be intercepted by the enemy, addresses and signatures which
give information to the enemy may be omitted entirely.

(3) Body.— (a) Write plainly. Print proper
names (except signature and grade of writer) and code or
cipher groups in capitals. (See fig. 4.)

(b) Legibility is essential. Messages are
usually easier to read if they are printed. Do not make it

necessary for the reader to have to guess at your message.
Be sure your message is legible.

(c) The body of the message should be clear

and concise. Be brief. Do not clutter the message with ir-

relevant information which wastes the time of both the reader
and the writer of the message, but be sure to include all items
of information pertinent to the situation in which the com-
mander is interested.

(d) Make each letter distinct and clear. Place
a bar under the numeral 1, slightly below the stem, to dis-

tinguish it from the letter I. Place a diagonal bar through the
cipher 0, to distinguish it from the letter 0. The letter Z,
when printed by hand in field messages will be formed as Z
in order to prevent confusion with the number 2.

(e) When it serves to make the message
more clearly understood, each separate item of information in
messages sent by messenger (see fig. 4) may be numbered.

(f) If there is any doubt as to whether an
earlier message reached its destination, include in a later mes-
sage a summary of the information contained in the previous
message.

(g) If the message reports an event concern-
ing the enemy or friendly troops, show the time and date of
that event. If the time is not shown, the reader of the mes-
sage will assume that the event took place at the time shown
under "Time Signed."

(h) Indicate the place from which the mes-
sage was sent by a map reference or a location sketch.

(i) Roads may be indicated by the names
of the places they join (Columbus-Cusetta Road). Named
highways are referred to by name (Lincoln Highwav, Roose-
velt Highway).
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(j) Negative expressions should be avoided
unless they contain negative information of value to the ad-

dressee.
(k) Deductions are indicated as estimates,

beliefs, or opinions, for example: "Column of horse-drawn
artillery estimated 900 yards in length, moving North. Be-
lieved heading toward Makachan Pass. Cleared RJ 317 at

0509."
(1) Hearsay may be included in the message,

but it should always be accompanied by a statement as to its

source
—"Farmer states enemy machine gun in barn S of RJ

471."

(m) The exact locality where an event oc-

curred or where an object is seen should be given. Otherwise,
it is assumed that the event occurred at the place from which
the message was sent.

(n) The body of the message should always
answer the questions, What, Where, and When.

THESE SPACES FOR MESSAGE CENTER ONL\

TIME FILED j MSG CEN NO HOW SENT

MESSAGE
(classification) (submit to message center in duplicate)

No <* Date 22 JAN

To (LQ On K
(1} FNFMY FORCF STRFNGTH
IINDF TFRMINFD L OCA TFD ON MA THFR
Hill COVERING BRIDGF 7.

(2) ONF MAN Kll I FD.

C2} I FAVING 1 TRUCK TO CONTINUE
OBSFR VATION.

(4.) AM AT HII I 390
(5) WIIL CONTINUE ON MISSION.

LEADER PATROL No Z
RD. 3927 OFFICIAL designation of sender

±839
TIME SIGNED

IF SENT BY RADIO OR OTHER ENCODE
MEANS WHEN DANGER OF
INTERCEPTION EXISTS. SEND IN CLEAR SIGNATURE GRADt'OF WRITER

Figure 4
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(4) Signature.— (a) The official capacity of the
writer is shown on the line above the signature—Leader, Patrol
No. 1, or CO Co A, 6th Marines.

(b) When signing a message, use your name
and title, such as Brown, Sgt, or J. Smith, Cpl. If the sender of

the message authorizes another person to write it for him, that
person should sign his own name and title.

(c) Record the exact time of the signing of

the message, using the 24-hour clock system.

(5) Prompt use of messenger.—Whether informa-
tion should be sent back at once depends upon its importance
and upon whether delay in transmitting the information will

detract from its value. When in doubt, send the information
at once.

(6) Information as to future plans and destina-

tion.—Exact information as to your intended future action
should not be included in a message to be sent by messenger.
Instead, tell the messenger your future plans and destination.

Thus, if the messenger is captured, there will be nothing in the
message to tell the enemy where you are now.

(7) Instructions to messengers.—Messengers must
know where the message is to be delivered and the route to be
followed. Instructions for delivery of messages must be clear

and explicit. Oral messages and instructions given to the mes-
senger should be repeated by him before he leaves. In friendly
territory and close to friendly troops, one messenger is suffi-

cient. In hostile territory, or when it may be necessary to pass
through artillery concentrations, two messengers go together
or two messages are sent by different routes.

e. Sketches and overlays.—Information which is diffi-

cult to describe may be shown accurately on a sketch or over-
lay. Sketches are of two types—panoramic and topographical.
An overlay is a piece of transparent paper or cloth to be placed
over a map or chart, upon which the position of combat groups,
weapons, or other data of a military nature are drawn, and
which facilitates the transmission of pertinent data. Overlays
are made from the map in possession of the scout and, to be
understood, require a similar map to be in the possession of
the receiver.

(1) Panoramic sketches.—A panoramic sketch is a
picture of the terrain in elevation and perspective as seen from
one point of observation. It conveys information of the terrain
to the person to whom the sketch is sent. A panoramic sketch
made by one scout will assist another scout in orienting himself,
in getting the same view from the same position, and will en-
able him to pick up quickly the information conveyed by the
sketch. The method of making a panoramic sketch is de-
scribed in Fig. 5.

(a) Determine what information it is desired
to transmit.
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(b) Draw the more or less horizontal lines of

the landscape.
(c) Put in the prominent points. Leave out

unimportant details.

(d) Do not show the foreground.

(e) Indicate on the sketch the location of the
information it is desired to transmit.
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(f) Place any expanatory notes above the
sketch with arrows pointing to the features explained.

(g) Indicate the azimuth to the most prom-
inent point in the sketch.

(h) Place a title on the sketch, show where

it was made, and indicate the date and time when it was made.

(i) Sign the sketch.

(2) Location sketches.—A location sketch enables
the person receiving the sketch to plot on a map the scout's

position or the information that the scout desires to convey.
The method of making a location sketch is described below
(fig. 6)

:

(a) Find the azimuth from the position to

that of the object seen or of the information to be transmitted.

(b) Estimate the distance.

(c) Draw the azimuth line from observer to

object ; mark above it the azimuth and below it the distance.
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TO HELP RECEIVER OF
MESSAGE TO PLOT A
POSITION ON A MAP

FIND THE AZIMUTH AND
ESTIMATE THE DISTANCE
TO OBJECT

SAME FOR COMMANDING
OFFICER'S POSITION OR
A POINT SHOWN ON MAP

DRAW SKETCH AS SHOWN

TREE CLUMP ON SMOKE HILL

7 JULY 22 2-OS F.M.

RED BARN ON
H/LL 406

ENEMY DIGGING
IN EDGE OF
WOODS

Figure G.—Method of making" a simple location sketch.
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(d) At the proper end indicate the object and
at the other end the position of the scout.

(e) Find the azimuth and the distance to

some point on the map or to the position of the command post.

Draw this line of the sketch and indicate the azimuth, the
distance, and the object to which drawn.

(f) Sign the sketch.

(3) Overlays.—An overlay supplements a map,
showing such things as the position of machine guns or artil-

lery. A map, similar to that used in preparing an overlay, must
be in the possession of the receiver so that the information
contained on the overlay may be understood. An overlay may
be made on any kind of transparent paper, such as tracing
paper, pigeon message blanks, second sheets from a field mes-
sage book, or even on a sheet of toilet paper. The method of

making a simple overlay is described in Fig. 7.

(a) Orient the map on a hard, flat surface.

(b) Place the transparent paper over the part
of the map where the object it is desired to show or the infor-

mation to be transmitted is located and fasten with paper clips,

thumbtacks, or pins.

(c) Register the overlay by tracing in the
intersecting grid lines at two opposite corners of the overlay
and give them their correct number designation. If there are
no grid lines on the map, the overlay may be registered by
tracing in at least two clearly defined map features, such as
road junctions, towns, or streams. This enables the receiver
to locate the exact area on the map covered by the overlay.

(d) Sketch in the objects seen or the infor-
mation to be transmitted, putting these data where they will

be seen through the tracing paper if shown on the map itself.

(e) Put all explanatory notes along the
margin of the overlay with arrows pointing to the objects
mentioned.
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/ Platoon
constructing
trench and
barbed

6 Red tracks
went north and 2
went south between
7 JO and 3 OOA M.

I believe a
machine gun "

is located here

Between bridge

and s tream fork

water is 2 feet deep
gravel bottom
sloping banks

Map •' Emmitsburg sheet

8 00A M 5 October

Figure 7.—Method of making: a simple overlay.
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(f) Indicate the position on the map from
which you saw the object or obtained the information.

(g) Indicate the title and scale of the map
from which the overlay was made.

(h) State the date and hour the information

was obtained.
(i) Sign the overlay.

f. To estimate troop organization and strength.— (1)

A scout should know the organization of the combat units of

his own and of the enemy's forces. By observing troops of his

army in camps, on the march, and on maneuvers he becomes
familiar with their strength and composition. He should note

also their road space, the front they can cover in deployment,

and their appearance under varied conditions. He may then
estimate the strength of similar enemy units under similar

conditions.

(2) The strength of a column on the march may be
estimated by noting the time required to pass a given point.

Infantry in column of fours occupies one-half yard per man

;

therefore, there are 200 infantrymen in a column of fours

100 yards long. Cavalry in column of fours occupies 1 yard
per man, thus, there are 100 cavalrymen in a column of fours
100 yards long. Horse-drawn artillery in single column occu-

pies 20 yards per gun or caisson. On an average, a point will

be passed in 1 minute by 175 infantrymen in column of fours;
110 cavalrymen at a walk, in column of fours; 200 cavalrymen
at a trot ; and 5 horse-drawn guns or caissons. If the infantry
or cavalry is in column of twos, only half as many will pass.

The number of vehicles in a motorized column to pass a given
point will vary according to the speed of the column and the
distance between vehicles. To estimate the number of vehicles
in a given column, the number of vehicles passing a given point
in 1 minute should be counted and the total time length of the
column taken.

(3) Lights, fire, smoke, dust, or noise may give
information as to the strength and composition of an enemy
force.

6. Aids.—a. Concealment.—Hiding from sight or obser-
vation gives protection from hostile observation but not from
hostile fire. Concealment may be natural or improvised.
Natural concealment is that offered by the ground without any
change; artificial concealment may be constructed from vari-
ous materials such as grass, leaves, or burlap. The scout must
become expert in the use of concealment. Observance of the
following points will help him to remain undiscovered:

(1) When the scout must conceal himself while
performing his missions he should expose nothing which
glistens, and his clothing should blend with the background.

(2) Observers should remain motionless and

—

(a) Keep the body concealed.

15



(b) Observe from the prone position.

(c) Keep off the skyline.

(d) Look around the right side of a tree or

rock.

(e) Never look over the top of concealment
unless the outline is broken.

(3) A scout should keep in the shade so that he will

cast no shadow which might disclose his position.

(4) A scout should always fire around the right

side of concealment.

(5) Ruses, such as attracting attention to one spot

and then observing from another, may be useful.

(6) On being approached by a low-flying airplane

the scout should remain motionless, keep his face down and his

hands covered. No maps or papers should be left exposed be-

cause white shows plainly from the air.

(7) Men with very dark or very light hair should
cover it with grass.

(8) The face may be striped with different colored
paints or with mud.

(9) Grazing animals may be used for cover while
observing the enemy.

(10) Cloaks made of gunny sacks or sandbags,
covered with leaves, mud, or clay characteristic of the particu-
lar spot, may be used to conceal men who must remain in a fixed

position for a long time.

(11) White garments are useful on snowy terrain,

especially on a cloudy, windy day. Care should be taken that
the wearer's shadow does not reveal his position.

(12) A sandbag drawn over the head with a few
strands taken out in front of the eyes may be used by men
observing over a sandbag parapet.

(13) A small thin bush in the shadow of a larger
one is sometimes better cover for observation than the larger
one.

b. Movement.—When the scout must move he does so
rapidly, silently, and from cover to cover.

(1) A lightly equipped soldier moves about more
freely than one who is heavily burdened. A scout should carry*
only necessities.

(2) A scout should not disturb birds or animals.

(3) Any incident which diverts attention, such as
an airplane fight or sudden bursts of fire, creates an oppor-
tunity to move forward.

(4) If the enemy becomes suspicious of a disturb-
ance at some point, he will watch that point to the exclusion
of the rest of the landscape. The scout takes advantage of this

16



by remaining motionless if near the point of disturbance or by
pushing forward if some distance away.

(5) Fog or even light haze offers concealment for

moving individuals.

(6) It is best to swim a lake or river at night, when
in the presence of the enemy. If necessary to do so in the day-

time, a small raft for concealing the head may be made with

a few sticks or brush and tufts of grass.

(7) A scout moving along a beach should keep
close to the water's edge. The spray and rolling waves tend to

conceal him from a boat offshore.

(8) When in tall grass or in a wheat field while

gusts of wind are blowing, the scout should move forward when
the foliage is moving.

(9) When moving down hill toward the enemy in a

wheat field or in tall grass, the scout should change direction

frequently, as a path in a straight line will be noticed more
readily.

c. Tracks.— (1) Man.—Scouts should be able to dis-

tinguish between the tracks made by various kinds of military

footwear, native and ioreign.

(2) Troops.— (a) A few tracks overlapping each

other on both sides of the road indicate a patrol in staggered
formation. A large number of tracks indicate troops in

column of twos or single file.

(b) A large column wears a dry road smooth
and flat.

(c) Mule and small wheel tracks indicate the

presence of machine guns, antitank guns, or mortars.

(d) Artillery, tanks, and trains make very
distinctive tracks.

(e) The scout familiar with his enemy can,

by noting the varying tracks, make an accurate estimate of the
composition of the hostile forces.

(f) The condition and morale of troops are
shown by the following points: the distance between hourly
halts indicates the rate of march ; the ground cleaned up after

the halt indicates good discipline; rubbish, packs, rifles, and
ammunition scattered about show low morale and poor dis-

cipline; tracks leaving a column in the direction of orchards,
farmhouses, and wells indicate poor discipline; heaps of good
stores and materials in good condition left by a retreating force
indicate a hasty withdrawal or rout ; burned supplies and par-
tially destroyed materials indicate a more orderly withdrawal.

(3) Vehicles.—The speed and direction of a vehicle
are shown by the following: the side of the road the tracks are
on and the side of the road on which the car passes others vary
according to custom of the country ; a car passing through mud
or water will show wet tracks in the direction in which the car
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was going; mud and water are scattered more by a swiftly

moving car than by one moving slowly
;
piles of dirt and sand

are scattered by a swiftly moving car whereas slowly moving
wheels leave deep, smooth tracks ; a wheel going over holes in

the ground leaves deeper marks on the side toward the direc-

tion of travel—the greater the speed the deeper this imprint

will be.

(4) Methods of tracking.— (a) The scout should

practice tracking on soft ground, then proceed to more difficult

soil, and finally work on rocky ground. In this last stage he
should not be discouraged if at first the trail appears blank.

Daily practice will bring improvement. The scout in tracking

should not continually look at the ground at his feet. He should

form the habit of looking forward 20 or 30 paces where
scratches on hard ground, bent blades of grass, or twigs which
in themselves mean nothing form a line to the front and indi-

cate a trail.

(b) If the tracks a scout is following merge
into many others and there is a chance of losing them, he
should take accurate measurements and attempt to pick them
up where they emerge from the confusing ones. At times the
tracks appear entirely lost and a search must be made to

relocate them. In such a case all but two men should halt be-

fore their tracks blot out or are confused with those being
followed. One man should proceed in the original direction

while the second man goes about the spot where the tracks
were last seen, in circles of ever increasing size. In making
a cast the scout should put himself in the enemy's place and
figure out what action would be natural under the circum-
stances.

d. Routes.— (1) Considerations in mapping.— (a) In
picking a route from a map, the weather for the past few days
should be considered. This precaution is necessary, particu-
larly if the route traverses low ground, creek bottoms, or
swamps.

(b) The kind of woods that must be passed
through should be considered. Open woods offer few obstacles
to movement while underbrush may be almost impenetrable.

(c) Brush is generally thicker in valleys and
ravines than on summits and ridges.

(d) The edge of a swamp usually offers a
covered route.

(e) Many small features of the terrain not
shown on maps offer cover.

(f) A road usually has more bends than are
shown on the map. (See fig. 7.)

(2) To mark return routes.— (a) Breaking
branches, blazing trees, or knotting high grass are methods of
marking a return route. Such marks must be made so as to be
seen readily on the way back.

18



(b) The scout's best guide to his return is his

memory of the landmarks passed on the way out. He should
cultivate the ability to recognize points he has once seen.

(c) Scouts should be trained to return over a
different route than the one they took going out.

(3) To choose routes from a map.—The scout
should be well-trained in map reading. Maps may be used to

select covered routes, observation points, and to plan actions in

advance. Before starting on his mission the scout should

—

(a) Decide where he must go to accomplish
his mission.

(b) Study the map until he can picture in his

mind the ground he must traverse.

(c) Note the probable dangerous areas such
as crossroads, villages, or high points.

(d) Make a plan of procedure.

19



SCOUT TRAVELING BY DIRECT ROUTE
WILL BE VISIBLE ON FORWARD SLOPES

Figure 8.—To choose a concealed route of advance from a map.
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(e) Select a route following low ground, hol-

lows, and woods.
(f) Pick intermediate observation points.

(g) Determine the compass direction at the
start and a reading at each change of direction. (See fig. 8.)

e. What to do if captured.— (1) Each man should be
taught that if he is captured he should given only his name,
grade, and serial number.

(2) He should not give false, detailed answers, as

they are easily checked.

(3) If capture appears unavoidable, all maps,
papers, and insignia should be destroyed.

f. Traps—An enemy making an organized withdrawal
may leave mines in dugouts, dumps, houses, or similar places,

arranged to explode after the position has been occupied or if

disturbed in some manner. Therefore the following should be
regarded with suspicion: attractively furnished dugouts; single

houses left standing when others have been destroyed ; new
work or equipment in the midst of weather-worn or soiled

articles such as recently disturbed soil, or new metalling, new
trench boards, souvenirs left in conspicuous positions, an article

sticking out of the ground, such as stick grenades, shovels,
rifles, sabers, or wire.
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SECTION 2

OPERATIONS

7. By Day.—a. Concealment.—The scout must operate in

accordance with the principles of concealment as described in

section 1. (See fig. 8.)

b. Movement.— (1) The scout operates in exposed
areas by moving rapidly from cover to cover and remaining
motionless when not changing position. The scout acts always
as though he were being observed.

(2) When the scout stops in the open or under
cover, he should lie motionless with his body stretched out and
all parts as close to the ground as possible. To observe, he
lifts his head slowly and steadily, avoiding all abrupt move-
ments. When changing position, he avoids exposure which
would betray his intentions to the enemy. In crossing an open
space, he should spring up, run at top speed with his body
bent low, drop, and remain motionless. If a wall or shallow
ditch is available he should creep behind it, keeping his head
and buttocks low. If he is behind a slight rise or very close to

the enemy, he should crawl, keeping all parts of his body close
to the ground.
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Figure 9.—Correct use of cover.
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(3) In the open, in the presence of the enemy, the
scout should move by rushes from cover to cover. Before
starting he should select his route according to the cover
afforded and the activity of the enemy. He may need to make
wide detours around open spaces or those containing enemy
patrols. His advance seldom will be in a straight line for he
must move along hedges, hollows, woods, and ravines which run
parallel, or nearly so, to his course. He must pick out those
places which the enemy may be using for observation and move
as though he were being observed from them. From each
covered position he picks out his next stopping place. He
chooses insconspicuous places offering good concealment. Be-
fore leaving a covered position he should observe the next
stopping place until he is sure it does not conceal an enemv.
(See fig. 11.)
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FROM A PLACE OF CONCEALMENT
THE SCOUT OBSERVES POSITION
FOR SIGNS OF HOSTILE OCCUPATION

Figure 11.—Method of approaching an observing- position.
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c. Observation.— (1) Position s.— (a) Choice.—In

order to carry out his mission the scout must generally occupy
one or more observation positions. Before starting, he should
study his mission, make his plans, and select observation points

either from a map or the ground. When the scout arrives near
a previously selected observation position he should observe
closely for 10 or 15 minutes to be sure it is not occupied. He
then decides upon the exact point from which to observe. Of
several equally good positions he should choose the least promi-
nent.
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CHOOSE A TREE WITH A
BACKGROUND AND WITH
THE TRUNK SCREENED
FROM OBSERVATION
THUS AVOIDING EXPOSURE
WHILE CLIMBING. HUG
TRUNK WHILE OBSERVING

WRONG RIGHT

IN OBSERVING FROM A
DOOR OR WINDOW STAY
WELL BACK IN SHADOWS
OF THE ROOM

Figure 12.—Observing* positions, showing correct occupation.
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(b) Occupation.—Having chosen the exact

spot from which to observe, the scout moves to it by a covered
route. If it is on a hill, he crawls to a place where the skyline

is broken. If he observes from a building, he must keep back
from doors and windows. If he climbs a tree, he must pick

one with a background so that he will not be silhouetted against

the sky either while climbing or observing. He should hug the

trunk closely at all times. (See fig. 12.) While observing, the

scout must avoid unnecessary movement. He should leave his

position by a route different from that of his approach. When
an observation post is to be occupied for several days, care

must be taken to avoid making a trail that can be picked up by
an observer in an airplane.

(2) To search ground.— (a) Value of training.

—

The value of a scout depends on his ability to see things which
ordinarily are overlooked. He is trained to observe systemati-
cally in order to pick up both moving and indistinct and motion-
less objects. As long periods of painstaking search are often

required to find a position from which fire is coming, the
ability to do this is of great value in rifle organizations.

(b) Method of search.—The scout looks first

at the ground nearest him, for his most dangerous enemy will

be there. He omits no portion of the dangerous area or place

of concealment in his survey. He searches a narrow strip close

to him from right to left, parallel to his front. He then
searches from left to right a second strip farther away but
overlapping the first. He continues in this manner until the
entire field of view is covered. (See fig. 13.) Should the scout
think that he sees an enemy, he looks a little to one side of the
suspected spot for in this way the eye responds more quickly
to slight movements.
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(3) To search water.—In looking across a body of

water when the sun is shining, the eyes should be shaded from
below to shut out the glare from the water.

8. By Night.—a. General.— (1) Reconnaissance missions

close to or within the hostile position can best be carried out

on dark or stormy nights.

(2) When the enemy is using many flares he prob-

ably has few patrols out ; when he is not employing flares his

patrols are likely to be numerous.

(3) Chewing gum should be substituted for chew-
ing tobacco as the sound made by spitting is unmistakably
human.

(4) A threatened sneeze may often be stopped by
pressing upward with the fingers against the nostrils.

(5) A threatened cough may often be stopped by
a slight pressure on the Adam's apple.

(6) A ringing noise in the head which interferes

with hearing may often be stopped by yawning.

(7) A man who cannot see at all in the dark is said

to be night blind and is useless for night scouting.

(8) If whispering is necessary, most of the air

should first be expelled from the lungs to avoid hissing.

(9) Delay should be avoided by moving boldly when
firing is going on. Advantage should be taken of any sound,
such as shelling, wind rustling, or distant firing, to push for-

ward.
(10) In damp and rainy weather when the enemy

has been using gas, shell holes should be avoided.

(11) The eyes should not be strained by concentra-
ting on one object too long. If objects blur, the eyelids should
be lowered slowly, kept closed for a few seconds, and then
opened slowly.

(12) Sounds of men walking are heard better if the
ear is held close to the ground. Sounds are transmitted a
greater distance in wet weather than in dry.

(13) A flare should never be looked at; the eyes
should be kept lowered until the light goes out to avoid tempor-
ary blindness.

(14) All patrols or persons met should be considered
hostile until proved friendly. When someone is met, the scout
should crouch low to get the approaching person silhouetted
against the sky and at the same time to offer him an indistinct
target if he proves to be an enemy. If fired on close to the
enemy line, the fire should not be returned except to avoid
capture.

(15) Scouts must be as careful in returning as in
starting out, in order to avoid hostile patrols and to keep from
being fired upon by friendly sentries.
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b. Movement.— (1) Every scout must be able to pass
through enemy outguards at night. To do this he must be
able to creep, crawl, and walk silently. Unless the night is very
bright or many flares are being sent up, the advance may be
made by crouching or creeping to within 100 yards of the
enemy position. Beyond this point the advance must be made
by crawling slowly to within 15 or 20 yards of the enemy line;

thereafter further movement is possible only by inches. Scouts
must constantly be impressed with the fact that at night, when
near the enemy, security depends on silent movement.

(a) Walking.—If he goes silently, a scout can
make good progress at night because he can walk about unseen.

(10 On soft ground, the scout should
lower his advanced foot, heel first, and then put the ball of

the foot on the ground slowly and quietly.

(2
r

) On hard ground, the scout should
place the toe first and then gentlv lower the heel into place.

(See fig. 14.)
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ON HARD GROUND
SCOUT ADVANCES FOOT AND
PLACES TOE CAREFULLY THEN
LOWERS HEEL. HE THEN
SHIFTS WEIGHT TO ADVANCED
FOOT AND PROCEEDS.

IN GRASS OR WEEDS
Til E SCOUT RAISES FOOT SO
THAT IT CLEARS TOP OF GRASS,
PUTS HEEL DOWN FIRST
THEN LOWERS TOE GENTLY

IN WALKING SILENTLY ON
ANY GROUND KEEP
ENTIRE WEIGHT BALANCED
ON REAR FOOT UNTIL
ADVANCED FOOT IS

FIRMLY PLANTED

Figure 14.—Method of walking silently at night.
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(3
r

) Through grass, the scout should

raise his foot above the grass before carrying it forward and
lowering it, heel first, as on soft ground. (See fig. 14.)

(b) Crawling.—Crawling at night is done the

same as by day except that before each movement the scout

should feel the ground ahead of him to make certain nothing
will obstruct his passage or make a noise to reveal his presence.

A good scout can crawl to within 5 yards of a sentry without
detection, whereas an untrained man probably cannot get closer

than 50 yards.

(2) Flares.—When a scout hears the sound of a
flare leaving its discharger he should drop to the ground before
the burst. If he is caught unexpectedly by a bursting flare he
should freeze in position and remain motionless until the light

dies down. The best time to move is just after the light has
gone out. He must be careful not to be caught in motion by
recurrent flares.

(3) Special rules.—Steel helmets should not be
worn on night missions because they make a distinctive noise
when they touch barbed wire or other hard substance; they
show an unmistakable outline ; and they prevent crawling with
the face to the ground. Scouts, when near the enemy, should
crawl sidewise in moving to a flank.

c. To pass obstacles.—The scout's mission often re-

quires him to pass through and work behind the enemy out-
guards. To do this he must be able to pass through enemy
wire and cross trenches quietly.

(1) Passing wire.—To cut a gap wastes time. A
scout must walk over the low bands of enemy wire and crawl
under the high bands.

(a) To step over low wire at night the scout
should crouch low so that he can see the strands against the
sky. He should then grasp the first strand with one hand and
with the other reach forward and feel for a clear spot where
he can put his foot without stepping on other strands or any
objects apt to make a noise. To avoid catching his foot in

another strand he lifts it up and over close to the hand grasp-
ing the wire.
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Figure 15.—Methods of crossing wire silently at night.
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(b) Without wire cutters a scout should go
under wire on his back, grasping the lowest strands in his

hands and holding them clear of his body while he works under
them. (See fig. 15.)

(2) Cutting wire.— (a) Method.—When two
scouts work together, one firmly holds the wire close to the
cutters, in order to muffle the sound and prevent the loose ends
from flying back, while the other scout cuts. They bend back
the loose ends to form a passage. A scout working alone should
cut near a post for there he will have but one loose end to dis-

pose of. He grasps the wire close to a post and cuts between
his hand and the post, thus muffling the sound and keeping the
loose wire in his grasp. (See fig. 16.)
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WHEN TWO SCOCTS (IT W1KE TOGETHER
ON K HOLDS WIRE FIRMLY. CLOSE TO
(T ITERS. IN ORDER TO MUFFLE
SOCND AND EE EI* LOOSE WIRE
FROM SNAPPING BACK WHILE
THE OTHER Si O! T CI fS.

Figure 16.—Method of cutting1 wire silently at night.
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(b) Cautions.

(T) A piece of sandbag wrapped around
the wire cutters will deaden the sound of wire cutting.

(2') A gap in the wire should not be cut
perpendicular to the front.

(3') If a gap is cut in the enemy wire, it

is well to leave the top wires intact to lessen the chances of its

discovery.

(3) Crossing trenches.— (a) Methods.—The scout
should crawl silently up to the edge of the trench and look into

it. He should remove all loose dirt and rocks from the edge.
If it is a narrow trench, he springs up and jumps across, sink-

ing quietly to the ground on the other side and remaining there
a moment listening before proceeding. If the trench is wide, the
scout must climb silently and slowly down into it and out the
other side, using the revetment to assist him. (See fig. 17.)
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SCOUT CRAWLS SILENTLY I F'

TO TRENCH AND LOOKS IX.

HE REMOVES ALL LOOSE
DIRT AND ROCKS FROM
EDGE IF IT IS A

NARROW TRENCH

5*1

I

HE SPRING IP—LEAPS
ACROSS THE TRENCH
LANDING ON ONE
FOOT WITH THE OTHER
FOOT HELD BEHIND
TO CATCH HIMSELF IN CASE
HE MISSES EDGE OF TRENCH
IN JUMPING

ON TI|E OTHER SIDE
DROPS NOISELESSLY
THE GROUND—HE LI

MOTIONLESS AND
LISTENS BEFORE
PROCEEDING
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(b) Cautions.

Before crossing a trench, a scout

should wait outside for a while and listen.

(20 A trench should not be crossed near
its junction with a communicating trench.

(30 Enemy trenches should not be
entered unless for a definite purpose and in compliance with
specific orders. Ordinarily, work can be better accomplished
from the outside.

(40 If it is necessary to enter a trench,

it should be crossed and the place where work is to be done
approached from the rear. Sentries pay more attention to

sounds in front of them than to those in the rear.

d. Orientation by compass.— (1) Use.—For night
work, the scout must understand the use of a luminous com-
pass. Using it, he can guide his platoon into position in the
dark, visit adjoining elements of his own command, keep direc-

tion when on patrol, and determine the location of gaps in the
enemy wire and the position of enemy outguards.

(2) To locate enemy positions.— (a) Gap in

enemy wire.—Having found a gap in the enemy wire, the scout
should lie outside the gap and sight with his luminous com-
pass on some prominent point on the skyline behind his own
lines. When the needle comes to rest it is clamped, or if in oil

the compass is held steadily. He then rotates the luminous index
on the top to a point directly over the north end of the needle.
The azimuth of the gap from the prominent point is now
registered. The compass is carried back without further ad-
justment. The azimuth setting can later be recorded on a
map. (See fig. 18.)
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(b) Enemy outguards.—The scout or patrol

equipped with several compasses should go to a known point

outside of and close to the enemy position and lie there quietly.

As sounds of the enemy are heard, sights are taken with one
compass and the compass is clamped. Notes are made of the
time and nature of each sound, of the estimated distance, and
the compass used. These data are plotted on the map when
the scout or patrol returns and turns in the notes and com-
passes. (See fig. 19.)
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WITH COVER DOWN AS
SHOWN SCOUT SIGHTS

IN DIRECTION OF
SOUND. TURNS LUMI-
NOUS INDEX ON THE
ROTATING RING TO
POINT OVER NORTH
END OF ARROW. AZI-

MUTH IS NOW RE-
CORDED AND MAY BE
READ ON OUTSIDE
SCALE, SCOUT ALSO
ESTIMATES DISTANCE

TO SOUND

Figure 19.—Method of locating: enemy outguards at night.
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e. To estimate direction and distance.— (1) A scout

who has no compass to use at night must decide before starting

on some means of keeping his direction. Useful means for

keeping direction at night are the direction of the wind, stream
courses, stars, and prominent points in the skyline.

(2) Notes made from a map may be helpful in

some cases.

(3) The North Star is an excellent reference point

and every scout should be able to recognize it. (See fig. 3.)

(4) A prominent object on the skyline or a star

near the horizon in the direction of advance may be used as a

guide.

(5) Signal lights may be sent up from the out-

guards to guide scouts who are working out in front.

f. To estimate sounds.— (1) At night a scout must
depend largely upon his hearing to obtain information of the
enemy. He must stop frequently and listen. The ability to

listen for long periods in silence must be cultivated. Hearing
is as important in night work as seeing is in the day.

(2) The scout who has a compass takes the azi-

muth to sounds he hears in the enemy line at night and esti-

mates the distance to them. Without a compass he estimates
both direction and distance.

g. Seeing at night.—Constant practice is required to
accustom the eye to night work. The distance at which an
object can be seen at night is limited. When the eye is close

to the ground so that objects appear against the sky, they are
more easily seen. Low-powered field glasses also increase the
range of visibility at night.

h. Selection of routes.— (1) Before starting on a
night mission, the scout should study the ground in detail from
an observation post, from airplane photographs, and from a
map; and make certain of compass directions, prominent
points, and (in a stabilized situation) of the location of gaps
in his own wire.

(2) The route of advance should be on low ground
and always off the skyline. (See fig. 20.)
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SCOUT COMES
OVER THE HILL
UNDER COVER
OF WOODS

WORKS ON IN

BRUSH HEDGE

MOVES BEHIND
SCRUB ALONG
FENCE

ENTERS BUS

CONTINUES IN
COVER AFFORDED
BY BANK AND
BUSHES ALONG
STREAM

NIGHT

WHEN MOVING
A COMPASS A SCOUT GUIDES ON
STARS AND ON OBJECTS THAT
APPEAR SILHOUETTED AGAINST
THE SKY

scours AVOIDS
WOODS ON
ACCOUNT OF
NOISE AND
COMES OVER
HILL IN LOW
PLACE
AVOIDS HEDGE
AND COMES
DOWN LOW
OPEN DRAW

CONTINUES
DOWN DRAW
AVOIDING BUSHES

AVOIDS BUSHES

AVOIDING STREAM
BANKS AND
BUSHES GOES
ON IN LOW
GROUND WHERE
STREAM FLOWS

Figure 20.—Difference between correct routes over the same ground

by day and by night.
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(3) Darkness gives concealment. Unless the moon
is bright, the scout should not pass through woods, ditches,

ravines, and brush at night because the noise made in moving
through them may lead to discovery.

(4) The scout working at night should always re-

turn by a route different from his advance in order to prevent
capture by enemy patrols which may wait for his return along

a known route.

(5) In stabilized positions the sense of smell may
aid patrols. The odor of certain vegetation, or refuse, of a dead
man, or of a kitchen may orient scouts and guide them back
to their own lines.

(6) Smooth wire stretched from tree to tree may
be used to guide patrols through woods at night.

9. Platoon Scouts.—Upon the completion of individual

training in movement, observation, and taking cover, the scout

must learn to fit this training into the tactical work of the unit.

Scouts will work together to furnish security and information
for the platoon. Men work in pairs. The same two men should
always work together so as to develop confidence in each other.

They should be members of the same squad.

a. Mission with assault platoon.— (1) When enemy
dispositions are not definitely known and the advance of a
platoon is not covered by other troops, the forward movement
is protected by a screen of scouts deployed at wide and irregu-

lar intervals. The scouts advance in accordance with the time
schedule or plan laid down by the platoon commander. They
overcome resistance from small hostile advanced posts and
patrols and force enemy riflemen and machine gunners to open
fire and disclose their positions. Without such protection, the
platoon is likely to move into areas where enemy fire may
prevent further advance or maneuver. (See fig. 21.)
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(2) The advance of scouts should be screened as

far as is consistent with their mission of aggressive reconnais-

sance to the front. They should take advantage of all cover
without delaying their advance. Exposed ground should be
crossed at a run. Occasional glimpses of scouts constantly ad-

vancing over a wide front will make the enemy uneasy. It is

this fact and not the target the scouts offer that causes the
enemy to open fire and disclose himself. When fired upon, the
scout drops to cover, returning the fire with tracer ammunition
and if necessary goes back to point out the hostile position.

b. To locate enemy positions.— (1) The critical points
of defensive positions are those points which afford extended
observation, either over the defensive zone and its rear or over
the ground along which the attack must advance. The enemy
will place machine guns and combat groups to defend such
critical points.

(2) A scout preceding an assault platoon picks out
the probable positions of enemy groups or machine guns and
conducts his advance within limits assigned with reference to
them so as to secure concealment and cover. (See fig. 22.)

Observation of friendly machine guns going into position is

excellent training for scouts in determining the location of
enemy positions.
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SCOUT PICKS OUT PLACES THAT HAVE A
GOOD FIELD OF FIRE, SUCH AS:

\ it
'

t

SUCH OF THESE PLACES AS AFFORD TDK ENEMY
COVER ARE POSSIBLE MACHINE GUN POSITIONS

IIP • f~

OF THESE PLACES. THOSE FROM WHICH FLANKING
FIRE CAN BE DELIVERED ARE CONSIDERED

THE MOST DANGEROUS

Figure 22.—Method of determining probable enemy machine-gun

positions.
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c. Action with assault platoon.—Scouts reconnoiter to

the front and flanks of advancing elements. As soon as the

scouts indicate that all is clear the platoon advances and the
scouts move forward for further reconnaissance. Units ad-

vance to the attack by bounds. Successive positions along the
line of advance are selected and designated by the platoon
leader as intermediate objectives and reconnoitered before oc-

cupation. By proper reconnaissance and surprise, deployment
on wrong lines or in the wrong direction may be prevented.

(1) Formations.—Scouts deploy in pairs at wide
and irregular intervals, one in each pair covering with his rifle

the advance of the other. Their distance in front of the main
body of their platoon or section varies with the ground and with
the position of the enemy. One moment they may be 500 yards
ahead ; shortly after, they may be absorbed within their units.

In dense woods the scout's movements closely resemble those
for night operations. Special reconnaissance must be made
before entering clearings or wide roads, or leaving woods. An
active enemy requires greater caution than one with whom con-
tact has been lost. In approaching houses, natural defenses,
woods, and villages, one scout of each pair covers the other
while the latter reconnoiters. (See fig. 23.)

(2) Action in woods.— (a) To enter.—When
scouts reach a woods, one of each pair reconnoiters within for
a short distance to make sure that the edge is unoccupied, the
other covering his movement. As soon as the scout within the
woods determines that the edge is unoccupied he returns to
the edge and signals "Forward. " This signal is repeated by
the second scout to the platoon leader. Both scouts then enter
the woods and wait while the platoon comes up and while the
platoon leader makes necessary changes in dispositions or di-

rection. (See fig. 23.)

(b) To pass through. — Scouts passing
through woods ahead of their section or platoon maintain a
distance allowing visual and oral communication. If an ob-
stacle is encountered, reconnaissance to the front and flanks
must be carried out. When advancing along a road or path,
scouts precede the platoon so as to provide the necessary pro-
tection and prevent surprise fire upon the platoon. When
crossing a road or path, scouts reconnoiter well to the flanks
before signaling "All clear" to the platoon.

(c) To emerge.—Scouts will not come out of
woods until the arrival of the platoon leader, who will thus be
given an opportunity to alter the dispositions or direction of
march. They are then sent ahead to reconnoiter the danger-
ous points and also the next position to be occupied by the
platoon. They signal back whether conditions seem to require
a halt, an advance, or a quick rush across the open. They must
be continually on the lookout for signals from the rear. (See
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(3) Action under fire.—When the enemy opens
fire the scouts stop, seek cover, and try to determine where the
fire is coming from. If the enemy discloses his position, one
scout of each pair moves to the best nearby firing position and
opens fire with tracer ammunition to indicate the target. The
second scout observes and orders necessary changes in range.
When adjustment is completed he also opens fire. If the scouts
have no tracer ammunition, one opens fire and the other drops
back to point out the target to the platoon leader.
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WITH PLATOON IN WOODS
SCOUTS REACH OPEN
AND SEE HOUSE AHEAD.
THEY SIGNAL HALT.
MEANING THAT THE
PLATOON SHOULD NOT
ADVANCE BEYOND THIS
POINT. RECONNAISSANCE
SHOWS HOUSE TO BE
CLEAR. SCOUTS SIGNAL
FORWARD AND PROCEED

CROSSING OPEN SPACE
SCOUT SEES POSITION
FROM WHICH MACHINE
GUN MAY SWEEP THIS
AREA, HE SIGNALS
DOUBLE TIME AND
POINTS TO THE MG
POSITION. MEANING
THIS AREA IN DANGER.
FROM THAT POINT
PLATOON SHOULD
HURRY ACROSS

SCOUT RECONNOITERS
FOR A SHORT DISTANCE
INTO WOODS. FINDING
EDGE OF WOODS TO
RE UNOCCUPIED. A
SCOUT RETURNS TO
EDGE OF WOODS AND
SIGNALS "FORWARD."
THEN ROTH ENTER
WOODS AND WAIT FOR
PLATOON TO CLOSE UP

Figure 23.—Conduct of scouts during an advance.
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d. Action with flanking unit.— (1) When a platoon is

ordered to outflank a hostile point of resistance, scouts should

be used for protection and reconnaissance just as when the

platoon is advancing directly against the enemy.

(2) The platoon leader designates the formation
for the platoon and the necessary security measures. If the

platoon advances in a line formation with squads abreast, the

scouts of some or all of the leading squads should precede the
platoon and furnish the necessary protection. If the platoon
advances in a column formation, one squad may frequently be
assigned as the advance guard and, if so, the scouts of that
squad will normally constitute the point. The platoon leader

must always be in a position where he can communicate readily

with his security detachments and with his platoon; that is,

either between his platoon and the line of scouts or with his

advance guard.

(3) The scouts or advance guard squad, acting
under orders of the platoon leader, prevent the platoon from
being surprised. When fired upon, they conduct themselves in

the manner described in c. (3) above.

e. To discover enemy gaps.— (1) The attack will not
usually encounter a continuous line of defense uniformly held.

In general, the enemy will be disposed in a series of positions
with intervals between them. Scouts constitute the advance
elements of movement into a gap discovered in the hostile

front. They should be followed closely by the units which they
precede. Under the protection of the fire of the scouts a base
of fire is built up on the enemy flanks and rear.

(2) Scouts must be alert for intervals or gaps in

the enemy line. Immediately upon discovering them, they push
in, take up a position from which flanking fire may be brought
to bear on the hostile position, and promptly notify their com-
mander.

f. Action with supports and reserves.— (1) The scouts
of support platoons, reserve companies, and battalions are used
to keep their commanders informed of the position of the
assaulting and adjacent units and of any changes in the situa-
tion to the front and flanks.

(2) Scouts are sent in pairs to high ground or to
successive observing positions. They keep the unit they are
detailed to watch constantly in view and observe its progress.
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Figure 24.—The use of scouts in night marches, showing notes made to

keep on the route.



One scout should go back to report any incident which affects

the progress of the attack, such as a unit being held up by the
enemy or by an obstacles, a gap occurring between units, an
enemy counterattack, or the approach to a shelled area. The
other should remain in observation. Speed in reporting changes
in the situation is important.

g. Action on night march.—The column should be pre-

ceded by scouts who employ their knowledge of distance, direc-

tion, maps, and landmarks to guide their units correctly. (See
fig. 24.)

(1) Preparation.— (a) Scouts should go over the
route by day, making notes as to landmarks, directions, and
distances. At critical points, men should be left to point out
to the column the proper road.

(b) If it is not possible for scouts to go out
on the route by day, these notes may be made from the map.

(2) Execution.—Scouts provided with compasses
and notes should precede the column. In addition, a scout
similarly provided with a compass and a copy of notes marches
at the head of the column to assist the officers conducting the
march.
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SECTION 1

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION

10. Definitions.—A patrol is a detachment sent out from a
command with an expressed military mission of reconnaissance
or combat. It varies in size from two men to a company. The
size of a patrol depends upon its mission, the terrain, the ene-

my and conditions of visibility. A patrol should be no larger

than is necessary to accomplish its mission. A patrol may be
dismounted or mounted.

11. Classification.—There are two general types of patrols,

as determined by the assigned mission : reconnaissance patrols

and combat patrols. Within these general classifications pa-

trols are named according to the specific mission assigned.

For example, a raiding patrol is a combat patrol which has
the specific mission of raiding an enemy area, command post,

or a similar task.

a. Reconnaissance patrol.—The mission of a recon-
naissance patrol is to secure information and to report this

information to the commander desiring it in time for it to be
of value. A reconnaissance patrol operates by stealth rather
than by combat. It should attempt to by-pass resistance and
avoid combat. Reconnaissance patrols detailed to investigate
wire, mine fields, and gassed areas are discussed in this text.

b. Combat patrol.—A combat patrol executes missions
which require fighting to accomplish, or help to accomplish,
its mission. Every combat patrol secures information as a
secondary mission. It takes prisoners only in furtherance of

its mission. Combat patrols assigned security missions are
used to protect a body of troops or a tactical area against sur-
prise, observation, harassment and infiltration, or to maintain
contact with other friendly units. Combat patrols may be
assigned a mission that requires the capture of enemy person-
nel, harassment, or destruction or capture of enemy materiel
by raiding or infiltration. Other tasks might be clearing ene-
my groups from an area controlled by friendly troops, or
mopping-up isolated points of resistance which have been
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passed over or by-passed by our attacking- forces, or operating
against parachutists or other hostile elements which have
infiltrated behind the friendly front lines.
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SECTION 2

PREPARATIONS AND OPERATIONS

12. Mission.—The mission assigned to a patrol must be defi-

nite and specific; indefinite missions invite confusion, casual-

ties, and failure.

13. Duties of Higher Commander.—a. The higher com-
mander is responsible for furnishing to the patrol leader the

means not available to him for accomplishing his assigned
mission. The higher commander is also responsible for

—

(1) Selecting the patrol leader.

(2) Designating specialists and the unit to furnish
the patrol, unless the patrol leader is permitted to select the
individual members. (See par. 17c.)

(3) Designating the size, composition, weapons,
and equipment of the patrol.

(4) Giving the patrol leader all relevant informa-
tion such as

—

(a) Mission.

(b) Terrain conditions.

(c) Enemy dispositions.

(d) Location and activities of friendly troops.

(e) Missions and routes of other patrols.

(5) Special instructions—reports to be furnished,
areas to be avoided.

b. If practicable and desirable, the higher commander
prescribes rehearsals so that each member of the patrol is

familiar with his role in the forthcoming activity and the
patrol learns to function as a team. The nature of some mis-
sions may require the accurate reproduction of the terrain and
installations to be encountered to assist in rehearsals and
training.

c. An officer is designated as the patrol leader unless
the mission and the size of the patrol indicate that an experi-
enced noncommissioned officer can successfully complete the
assigned task.

14. Duties of the Patrol Leader.—After receipt of his orders
and instructions, the patrol leader

—

a. Makes a map study and secures all information pos-
sible that pertains to his mission. He consults with the In-

telligence Officer, if necessary.

b. Notifies the men selected for the patrol, informs
them of the equipment to be taken, and directs the initial as-
sembly.

c. Makes a reconnaissance and estimate of the situa-
tion and then decides on how he can best carry out his mission.
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d. Formulates his orders.

e. Instructs his junior leaders.

f . Distributes special weapons, equipment, and clothing.

g. Conducts rehearsals.

h. Insures through his company commander or oper-

ations officer that all friendly troops through which the patrol

must pass are informed of the patrols activities.

i. Coordinates his proposed actions with other patrol

leaders operating in the same area.

j. Inspects the patrol before rehearsals, if any, and
before departure for

—

(1) Completeness and suitability of arms and
equipment.

(2) Physical fitness.

(3) Removal of items of identification or other
articles that would convey information to the enemy.

15. Enemy.—The patrol leader must consider the racial and
fighting characteristics of the enemy, together with his
methods of operating and fighting, in order to plot a course of
action that will take advantage of any enemy weaknesses. He
must know how to counter the enemy's tricks and methods of

Figure 25.—The enemy sometimes wears our uniform and helmet—Do
not be fooled.
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diverting attention.
1 2 For example, if the enemy challenges

or gives false orders in English, the soldier knows that the

letter "L" is difficult for the Japanese to pronounce, and the

letters "W," "R," "P," "T," and "TH" are difficult for Teutonic

races.
3 Other enemy tricks include: wearing our uniform or

that of an ally; displaying deceptive strength at one or more
points in order to conceal his real purpose; using firecrackers

and beating the bamboo to simulate fire of automatic weapons

;

exposing a few men to draw fire,
4 5 while hiding the main group

in the hope we will thus reveal our exact position
;
ambushing

;

installing booby traps; using dummies; faking surrender and
death.

6 (See figures 25 and 26.)

16. Terrain, Temperature and Visibility.—Terrain, tem-
perature, and visibility influence the selection of patrol mem-
bers, equipment, and formations. The elements and the ter-

rain present their good and bad features to friend and foe

alike, and success will favor a patrol which is better accus-

tomed to and takes advantage of the existing conditions. Train-

ing and rehearsal conditions should approximate those ex-

pected in combat.

a. Visibility depends upon the terrain, vegetation, time
of day or night, fog, rain, dust, and smoke. Good visibility is

an aid to reconnaissance patrols, but a disadvantage to patrols

seeking to close with the enemy.

1 Philippines, 1942. Another characteristics of the Japanese, was to at-

tach importance to harassing tactics, constantly utilizing individuals

and small groups to fire from unexpected positions, conduct snip-

ing operations, demonstrate in unexpected places, and frequently use

firecrackers to achieve confusion. The tactics were effective against

raw troops only, but the effect wore off.

2 Malaya, 1942. Some Japanese who had infiltrated to our flanks and
rear shouted "withdraw" when frontal attack began to develop in

force. Groups that were to make the main assault talked and sang
during their approach to distract our attention and facilitate and
cover the movement of the infiltrating groups.

3 Dutch East Indies, 1942. The Japanese learned the names of some of

our officers, during darkness, would call out to them in excellent Eng-
lish in order to locate them, or to issue withdrawal orders to them
in English.

* Burma, 1942. The Japanese deliberately expose units to draw fire, and
later send infiltrating patrols to knock out located weapons.

5 Borneo, 1942. Japanese day activity was devoted to inducing the Dutch
to give away MG positions by deliberately exposing troops to fire; at

night they infiltrated, silenced positions by cutting wire and used
knives and bayonets. They also approached positions and rapped
with bamboo sticks.

6 Malaya, 1942. The Japanese used Fifth Columnists as patrols moving
ahead of advancing forces, sending back information disclosing

British ambushes.
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b. When visibility is good, broken country affords

greater opportunity for movement by covered and concealed

routes; flat, open country generally restricts movement to

creeping and crawling. (See Section 5 for discussion of pa-
trolling in the jungle, in the desert, and over snow-covered
terrain.)

17. Personnel.—a. All officers and men are trained in pa-
trolling. Noncommissioned officers as well as officers are trained
as patrol leaders. The patrol leader and the men are usually
from the same organization.
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Figure 26.—The enemy may play dead and shoot you in the back after

you pass. Dead or alive, armed or unarmed, he must be

constantly watched. Expect no mercy.
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b. The successful patrol leader has true leadership,
7

courage, initiative, coolness, stamina and patience. He is pro-

ficient in map reading, use of the compass, sketching, report-

ing, use of weapons, and scouting. He makes quick, common
sense decisions. He has the confidence of his men and knows
the capabilities and limitations of each.

c. The patrol leader is allowed, usually, to select the
members of his patrol. The men are chosen with the patrol

mission and the expected difficulties in mind. Patience, re-

sourcefulness, and physical endurance are required of all patrol

members. They should be intelligent and have good eyesight
and hearing; individually and collectively they must possess
the will to close with the enemy. 8 They should be trained and
rehearsed to work together as a team. Specialists, such as
men proficient in the use of demolitions, are included when the
mission requires it. Besides being specialists, these soldiers

should have the same qualifications as other members.

18. Weapons and Equipment.—a. A patrol travels as light-

ly as possible. It is armed with weapons which can be con-
veniently and silently handled, and which can develop a large
volume of fire.

b. The service rifle, automatic rifle, sub-machine gun,
carbine and pistol are excellent patrol weapons. Substitute
weapons for close combat are pump action or automatic shot-
guns, firing buckshot. Hand grenades and grenades fired from
the rifle are valuable to supplement the fire of the small-caliber
flat-trajectory weapons. The antitank grenade and rocket are
effective against armored vehicles and pillboxes. The service
rifle and automatic rifle, because of their high muzzle velocity,
are useful against hostile forces concealed behind narrow para-
pets or fallen timber. In rocky or rough terrain a 60-mm mor-
tar may be carried to dislodge groups that cannot be reached
by flat-trajectory weapons and yet are beyond the range of
grenades.

c. The bayonet is one of the patrol's principal weapons."
Other silent weapons, such as blackjacks, clubs, pistol butts,
and brass knuckles are essential to a patrol operating behind

7 Guadalcanal, 1942. The biggest thing I have learned since I hit this

Island is that leadership and initiative are so important.
8 Guadalcanal, 1942. There must be training in difficult observation, (i.e.

over difficult terrain and under unusual conditions), which is needed
for the offense. It is my observation that only 5% of the men can
really see while observing.

Finno-Russian Frontier, 1939-42. Finns use the "puuko" in place of the
bayonet. It has a straight blade 7% inches long tapering to a point
in the last iy2 in. Its handle is of polished wood, 4% in. long. It is

a weapon for the silence and darkness of the woods and is particularly
adapted to night raids.
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the enemy lines or at night. (See fig. 27.) The small axe,
machete, and trench knife are useful for cutting or stabbing.
A cord is useful for strangling.

d. The choice of small arms depends upon the mission
and the proficiency of the patrol members. The choice of
silent weapons may be left to the individual.
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Figure 27.—Silent weapons are used at night and during daylight

when stealth is necessary.
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e. Tracer ammunition is seldom used by a night patrol.

When the patrol expects to return before daylight, no tracer
ammunition is carried unless the higher commander has desig-

nated that it be used for signals, such as pointing out the loca-

tion of the patrol to the friendly lines or indicating targets for
supporting weapons. When carried, the patrol leader dis-

tributes the tracer ammunition to selected men with detailed

instruction for its use.

f. When the mission is to destroy materiel, an appro-
priate amount of demolition equipment is included in the equip-
ment of the patrol. For the destruction of inflammable instal-

lations, such as wooden bridges or buildings, or for the de-
struction of tanks, thermite or other incendiary grenades are
carried.

10

(See fig. 28.)

Figure 28.—Molotov cocktails and incendiary grenades thrown inside

the engine compartments of enemy vehicles is a method
of destruction especially suited for patrols on raiding

missions.

g. A patrol which must establish quick contact with
higher headquarters carries a portable radio.

Finno-Russian Frontier, 1939-42. During very cold weather, night

attacks yield better results against hostile troops if these have had
to halt in the open for lack of suitable bivouacs. The mere fact

that the activities of patrols prevent the enemy from lighting a fire

causes many frostbites and severe colds, and makes him more vul-

nerable to attacks by major forces. Patrols are equipped with ma-
chine carbines, hand grenades, and materiel for destroying armored
vehicles and for burning trains, supplies, etc
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19. Reconnaissance and Estimate of the Situation.—a. The
patrol leader makes as thorough a reconnaissance as circum-

stances permit. He uses all available sources of information,

such as maps, aerial photographs, friendly troops, intelligence

data, and local inhabitants. He seeks information of the ter-

rain
;
dispositions, strength, and habits of the enemy

; type and
location of man-made obstacles; and weather conditions.

b. The patrol leader makes an estimate of the situation

as follows

—

(1) Analyzes the information he has gathered with
respect to his mission.

(2) Considers the possible plans of action open to

him and the enemy's capabilities of interfering with each plan.

(3) Selects the plan most likely to succeed.

20. Orders.—a. Orders issued by the patrol leader include

—

(1) Information of the enemy and of friendly

troops.

(2) Mission of the patrol.

(3) Plan of action to include the strength and
initial formation; time of departure and return; routes (in-

tended and alternate, and circumstances under which the alter-

nate is to be used)
;
rallying points (initial, if others cannot be

foreseen) ; action if attacked or unsuccessful; designation of
get-away personnel; and responsibility for security.

(4) Instructions as to equipment, arms, and camou-
flage; and disposition of wounded and of enemy prisoners.

(5) Passwords and signals (for use while the patrol
is operating and for recognition in passing through friendly
lines), and continuity of command.

b. The patrol leader may issue fragmentary orders.
For example, he may first give instructions pertaining to
weapons, rations, equipment, and the time of departure and
then, after he inspects the patrol, complete his order.

c. Every patrol member is told the details of the opera-
tion, since the patrol may be forced to scatter and its members
required to work alone, or in small groups, to accomplish the
mission.

21. Training.—a. Phases of training.—A patrol member
must be a well-trained fighter. He is grounded in the normal
duties of a soldier and receives thorough training in scouting.
By this training he learns how to move swiftly and silently,
how to creep and crawl, and how to remain silent for hours.
11 12 13 His training in patrolling falls into two phases. In the
first phase he learns how to become proficient as an individual

;

in the second, he learns how to act as an efficient member of a
team.
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b. Individual training.— (1) He should be expert in

handling his own and special weapons, and familiar with enemy
weapons he may capture.

(2) He is trained to recognize camouflaged per-

sonnel and positions, to pick up fleeting targets, and to fire

from any position.

(3) He is taught to use ammunition sparingly be-

cause he may be required to operate for long periods without
replenishment, and because unnecessary firing discloses his

presence to the enemy. When employing light automatic
weapons, he is trained to change positions immediately after

firing. (See fig. 29.)

(4) He learns to observe rapidly and accurately,

and to remember what he sees ; he is trained to transmit this

information clearly and briefly, both orally and in writing.

11 Malaya and Burma, 1941-42. Infiltration patrols lay hidden in under-

brush for long periods for chances to advance without being seen.

They stood in rice field ditches for hours, up to their necks in water
waiting for targets to appear.

u S.W. Pacific, 1942. Japanese reconnaissance patrols move in daytime,

frequently moving long distances on their stomachs at a snail-like

pace, getting as close as possible to locate positions exactly.
13 Guadalcanal, 1942. Men should receive training in patience. Our

national character is foreign to this idea. We are an impetuous
people. Training in patience is needed as sometimes the men will

be required to remain motionless and quiet for hours at a time.
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Figure 29.—To prevent the enemy's locating your position, change your

position immediately after firing. This applies to all

light automatic weapons.

(5) He learns to recognize and respond quickly to

improvised signals given either visually or by sound.

(6) He practices both tree-climbing and swimming
with arms and equipment.

(7) He learns to use issued or improvised camou-
flage suits and to garnish his helmet in order to blend with the
surroundings. (See fig. 30.) He smudges his face, hands, and
any bright surfaces of weapons and equipment with some sub-
stance, such as mud or charcoal, to prevent the reflection of
light.
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Figure 30.—Avoid contrasting backgrounds.

(8) He learns how to use quinine, salt tablets,

wound powder and tablets, and chlorine for purifying water.
He develops the ability to get along on a minimum of water.

(9) He accustoms himself to the extremes of tem-
perature under which he will operate.

(10) He develops a sense of direction and learns

how to follow a course by compass, stars, sun, flow of streams,
and prominent terrain features. He learns to determine the
distance he has traveled from a known point and keeps a simple
record of azimuths and the distance traveled on each azimuth
(dead reckoning). He learns how to maintain direction at

night by using the compass or by referring to the North Star,

the flow of streams, or prominent landmarks.

c. Team training.— (1) Team training is essential to

successful patrolling. Premature and unordered actions by
members of the patrol destroy coordination and control.

Leaders should be trained to issue their orders calmly, as this

will insure confidence, discipline, and avoid misunderstanding.
Patrol members must work together and fight as a team.

(2) Team training consists actually of rehearsing
specific patrolling operations and operating procedures. It

emphasizes teamwork. The unit commander or leader con-
ducts conferences, when practicable, with a sand table model
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or map of the terrain over which the patrol is to operate. He
projects the operations of the patrol in detail and considers

various eventualities. For each such eventuality he outlines

an advance plan and each member studies the action he is to

take and how it relates to the actions of others. The leader

diagrams the various formations which can be foreseen as

advantageous for the patrol to use, assigns each man his

place, and instructs him as to his responsibilities. The patrol

adopts visual and sound signals which convey specific informa-
tion or direct certain operations. Each man becomes familiar

with the signals and their meanings. The instruction also

includes the training of members in any special technique that
may be required to accomplish an assigned mission, such as

immobilizing vehicles or destroying materiel. Where prac-

ticable, the patrol completes its training by rehearsing the en-

tire action on terrain similar to that over which it is to operate.

When rehearsals have been held, orders can be brief and, at
times, need consist only of prearranged signals.

(3) When rehearsals have not been possible for a
specific mission, or when the patrol comes under surprise fire

or other unforeseen difficulties, clear and concise orders must
be issued by the leader. Subordinate leaders should be trained
to make themselves available to the leader for orders in such
circumstances. In doing so they employ cover and conceal-
ment and avoid bunching. The patrol members, in turn, ready
themselves for instructions and avoid acting without orders
other than those necessary for defense.

(4) Reorganization should be practiced in order
that security and control will be reestablished promptly when
they have been reduced or lost because of deployment or action.
Each plan of action should provide a rallying point to be
reached following the action to provide for assembly and for
reorganization. The first members of the patrol to reach the
rallying point provide for their own all-around security and for
that of the remainder of the patrol as it arrives and reorganizes.
Upon reorganization, it is not necessary that each member
reassume the duties and the position within the formation that
he had previously. Convenience, speed, and necessity will dic-
tate the assignments. Subordinate leaders reorganize their
own elements within the formation chosen by the leader. Re-
organization should be swift and may be done while the patrol
is on the move or before an action is entirely completed. For
instance, when it is evident that some members are no longer
necessary for the successful completion of an action, they
should be directed to the rallying point and there organize for
their own security and that of the patrol.

22. Routes, Movements and Formations.—a. Routes.— (1)
Selection of the routes for a patrol requires careful considera-
tion and should be a result of the study of maps, aerial photo-
graphs and, if possible, actual terrain reconnaissance. The
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best route is one that affords concealment from the enemy,
where little or no enemy opposition is expected, and yet pre-

sents a minimum of obstacles to the patrol. The route may
of necessity be circuitous, yet the distance that the patrol must
travel is a factor for careful consideration. The route selected

for travel by day frequently will lead through woods, swamps,
water courses, and over difficult slopes rather than across the
more open and dangerous terrain.

14

(See figs. 31 and 32.) The
route of return is usually different from that used on the out-
ward trip. Both routes must permit the use of detour if the
selected routes cannot be used because of the enemy obstacles.

RIGHT WRONG

Figure 31.—Patrols avoid open areas during daytime and use routes

offering cover and concealment.

(2) Maps and aerial photographs provide a means
of quickly securing a great deal of information about the
terrain. They are especially valuable in selecting routes, obser-
vation points and determining possible plans of action. A study
of the map gives a mental picture of the ground which must
be traversed. Probable dangerous areas such as crossroads,

M Malaya and S.W. Pacific Zone Area, 1942. To prevent the enemy from
attempted infiltration, fighting patrols take positions on trails likely

to be used by the enemy. During the night, roving patrols move
continuously between posts to engage infiltrationists. The most
difficult approaches on flanks and rear are patrolled to intercept
Japanese attacks usually made along such routes.
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Figure 32.—Consider waterways as routes of approach, not as obstacles.

A patrol often can move much move rapidly and easily

over a water route than by cutting its way through the

jungle.

villages, high points where enemy observers may be stationed

and open terrain all show clearly on a map or aerial photograph.
In studying the map remember that brush is generally thicker
in valleys and ravines than on slopes or ridges. Woods with
little underbrush offer few obstacles to movements, while
thick underbrush may be impenetrable. The edge of a stream
bed or a fence line usually offers a concealed route. Many
small features of the terrain not shown on the map nor
recognizable on an aerial photograph offer concealment to a
patrol; for example, growing crops and small folds in the
ground. The weather of the past few days must be considered
in determining the route of a patrol. Low ground, creek bot-
toms, swamps, or streams may or may not be passable, de-
pending upon the amount of rain that has recently fallen.

(3) The possibility of ambush is of paramount im-
portance when selecting the routes available to a patrol. The
enemy may lie in ambush to destroy the patrol while it is

canalized between two obstacles, or in other situations where
the patrol's avenues of escape are limited. The enemy waits
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until the patrol is at short range and then delivers a concen-

trated fire of all its weapons.
15 16 At night, the enemy may use

silent weapons when ambushing the patrol. The patrol pre-

vents ambush by avoiding routes that have recently been used
by other patrols. The hour of departure and return of a patrol

going out on successive days must be varied. If the patrol is

ambushed, the leader decides on immediate steps to extricate

the patrol. The action must be definite and determined. The
entire patrol must strike in one direction to break through
the encircling force. It disengages itself thereafter as in a
withdrawing action.

(4) An initial assembly (rallying) point is selected

in enemy territory by the patrol leader. This point is one
which is easily recognizable under the conditions which may
prevail when the patrol members are expected to reach it. Each
member is familiarized with the route to the initial assembly
point, and the approximate distances between landmarks along
the way. If the patrol is divided, each member attempts to

arrive at the assembly point at a prearranged hour. The patrol

as a whole does not wait for missing members beyond the
time announced by the leader.

(5) Before leaving friendly front lines, the leader

informs the nearest unit commander of his proposed route
and obtains from him the latest information concerning enemy
and friendly troops in the vicinity.

(6) The return route may depend upon the actions
of the enemy and the nature of the country. The return of

the patrol must be as cautious as the outward trip. The vicinity

of known or suspected hostile positions are avoided. Those
occupied by friendly elements are approached warily.

(7) Natives, proven to be friendly, may be used as
guides. In addition, such persons may be able to furnish valu-

able, timely information about the enemy. A native guide
should be kept under continued observation from the time he
joins a patrol.

b. Movements.— (1) The patrol takes advantage of
terrain features as it moves to or from its destination. During
the day it moves from one concealed or covered position to

another. At night it moves in the open but avoids the skyline.

It disturbs the surrounding vegetation as little as possible so
as not to attract enemy attention. The patrol avoids the usual
routes of travel such as roads and trails, whenever possible,

15 S.W. Pacific, 1942. Alert U.S. Marine troops broke up Japanese infil-

tration, and held fire until they were sure of targets. Several Japa-

nese were killed only 10 or 15 feet away from posts
lfl Bataan, 1942. The Japanese opened the show by staging a series of

raids, increasing in intensity until answering raids were brought
out by American patrols, with the purpose of finding out what was
going on behind Japanese lines, where Japanese troops were con-

centrated, and where and when main assault would come.
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but it may use them to guide on. When a trail must be used

and it divides or is crossed by another, the leading scouts halt

the patrol. The leader has the forks or cross trails recon-

noitered for some distance beyond the junction. He then has
the patrol continue on its mission. A patrol moves at all times
in a formation that will prevent its being surprised.

17 An enemy
force that is lying in ambush must be struck quickly before it

can act. The mission determines subsequent action.

(2) The patrol moves by the selected route to its

destination or to a covered position from which the leader de-

cides to make his final reconnaissance. This is the initial as-

sembly (rallying) point.

(3) In passing through hostile outguards, the pa-
trol approaches cautiously and works between two hostile

groups.

(4) Upon encountering obstacles, such as wire or
mine fields, the patrol protects the leader while he makes a
reconnaissance. (See fig. 33.) The patrol leader investigates

Figure 33.—A patrol encountering obstacles, such as wire, protects its

leader while he reconnoiters.

Finno-Russian Frontier, 1939-42. The Finns discovered that the Rus-
sian Siberian Ski Brigade of some 2000 men was moving along the

frozen river bed of the Kienkinjoki. They hurried forward to meet
them along another frozen river bed, that of the Kesselinjoki. At
Kesseli the Finn patrols, a few hundred strong, waited for the Ski
Brigade to cross a small lake. The Ski Brigade, completely unaware
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of the enemy, entrusted themselves to the open spaces of the ice;

before they could get across or retreat again into the wooded ground
they were annihilated to a man.

friendly as well as hostile wire and mine fields. He does not use
gaps already made in hostile wire because they are apt to be
covered by fire. He cuts new lanes or selects points where
individuals can crawl under the wire or over it. Antipersonnel
mines, land mines and booby traps can be expected on or near
all enemy-prepared obstacles.

(5) Enemy automatic weapons offer the greatest
threat to successful action against an objective. Flanking
groups engage such weapons while the remainder of the patrol
moves on the objective. The final simultaneous assault against
hostile supporting weapons and the objective enemy group
develops when the elements of the patrol are close enough to

use grenades. When the grenades explode in the enemy posi-

tion, assigned members of the patrol immediately rush the
position with bayonets. (See figs. 34 and 35.) Other men re-

Figure 34.—Automatic weapons must be engaged from several directions

while someone approaches close enough to use grenades.

main in position covering the assault with fire. If the point to

be cleared is a dugout, the assaulting elements make certain
that the grenades have been effective. Against some types of
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Figure 35.—After an effective grenade explosion, members of the patrol

assault the position with bayonets.

dugouts, particularly those with offset entrances, a grenade
thrown into the doorway is not effective and a dynamite pole

charge may be necessary. (See fig. 36.) When clearing an
isolated building, two or three men, covered by fire from the
remainder of the patrol, advance until they can throw or
fire grenades into the building, and enter immediately following
the explosion through windows or openings in the walls or roof.

They approach doors and windows cautiously to guard against
the possibility of actuating booby traps, and proceed to clear

the building.
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Figure 36.—A grenade thrown into a dugout having an offset entrance

may not kill the occupants. Further action, such as a

dynamite pole charge, a flame thrower, or cleaning them
out by hand-to-hand action may be necessary.

c. Formations.— (1) In addition to the mission, ter-

rain, and conditions of visibility, factors influencing the forma-
tion of the patrol include control, security, size of the patrol,

and required speed of action. One patrol may employ a num-
ber of formations during the course of its action. Each forma-
tion must permit movement in any direction, and quick change
to another formation by signal. (See figs. 37 through 42.)
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Three-man patrol. Regardless of the size of the patrol,

observation is maintained in all directions.
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(2) The patrol should move as a unit into and
across territory held by the enemy. Exceptionally, if avenues
of entrance are few and narrow, the patrol may work forward
through these avenues in small groups or even individually.

In this case they reassemble at the previously designated initial

assembly (rallying) point.
1H

(3) A diamond formation or an adaptation of one
is particularly effective in providing all-around security. (See
figs. 40, 41, and 42.) A single column formation may be effec-

tively used at night as it tends to decrease the amount of noise

because the men move one behind the other. This formation
is also usable during the day when moving through dense
vegetation. When the patrol is about to attack, its formation
may be a line of sub-unit columns with some support to the
rear. In any event, the formation of the patrol should be one
which insures that the minimum number of men will be pinned
down by fire, if attacked. (See fig. 43.)

(4) Patrol members should be so thoroughly fa-

miliar with planned formations and the routes they are to take
that they can rejoin the patrol immediately after an action.

This eliminates dangerous waiting periods at rallying points.

18 Philippines, 1941-42. The Japanese principally used infiltration by
sending small forces through gaps, around flanks, and through front

lines. They remain quiet during the day until sufficiently strong in

number to launch a small attack next day.
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Figure 40.—A two-squad patrol in a diamond formation.
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Figure 43.—A patrol consisting of a platoon, searching on a narrow

front and using one squad to cover the rear.
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23. Control and Security.—a. Control.— (1) The patrol

must be directed, regulated, and controlled by the patrol leader

at all times. The patrol leader moves where he can best con-

trol the unit. Normally, he is at or near the head of the patrol.

The second-in-command is generally near the leader, in a posi-

tion from which he can assist the patrol leader or take over the
patrol. In a large patrol the second-in-command is responsible

for maintaining flank security and leads a section of the patrol

;

the third-in-command is responsible for rear security and
march discipline.

_(2) Terrain and visibility affect control and secur-

ity of the patrol, and the distances and intervals between men
and elements. For example, control at night or in heavily
wooded terrain requires that individuals be not more than a
few paces apart and that the flank security groups operate
within visual or physical contact. (See fig. 44.)

(3) The patrol leader maintains communication
and control by visual signals and natural sounds, such as bird

calls. However, he avoids the use of any signals and actions
which will disclose the identity of leaders to enemy snipers.

Figure 44.—On very dark nights control is maintained by physical

contact.
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Members of the patrol do not address officers and noncom-
missioned officers by rank.

10
(See fig. 45.)

Figure 45.—A patrol leader must avoid actions or visual signals that

will identify him as such.

b. Security.— (1) Security is obtained by all-around

protection: front, flank, rear, and overhead. Each member of

the patrol observes in an assigned direction.

(2) The patrol provides its own security by em-
ploying leading scouts, flank guards and rear guards. These
elements are the eyes, ears, and fingers of the patrol leader.

They move when and as the patrol leader directs and maintain
contact with him at all times.

Makin Is., 1942. Japanese snipers gave the greatest trouble firing on

marines taking cover from machine-gun fire. The snipers were excel-

lently concealed up under the palm tree fronds. They dressed in

jungle green uniforms and used individual camouflage nets. The

U.S. Marines judged their location by the direction of the shots;

they shot away the fronds of trees to locate the sniper but used

considerable ammunition. Snipers paid special attention to troop

leaders and radio men. Any attempt to give hand, arm, or whistle

signals attracted sniper fire.
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Figure 46.—Closc-up night reconnaissance in enemy terrain is aided by

the use of flares from supporting units.
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(3) In patrols consisting of two or more squads,
the leading scouts act in pairs ; one observing toward the front,

the other covering him and intermittently observing the patrol

leader. Flank and rear security groups consisting of two or
more men each operate in the same manner. If any element of

the patrol encounters hostile resistance that does not need to

be overcome to accomplish the assigned mission, the remainder
of the patrol does not reinforce the element engaged. (See fig.

47.) The engaged element disengages itself as best it can after

the patrol has passed. The element then moves rapidly and
joins the patrol en route or at the next rallying point assigned
the patrol.
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(4) A patrol avoids long halts, unless they are
essential to the mission. If such halts are made during the
day, the patrol selects concealment on ground which offers

good observation, facilitates defense, and affords one or more
routes for continuing on the mission. (See fig. 48.) At night

Figure 48.—In daylight, a patrol halts in a position which affords con-

cealment, observation, opportunities for defense, and more
than one route of withdrawal.

the patrol halts on low ground in order that anyone approach-
ing will be silhouetted against the skyline. (See fig. 49.)
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Fig-ure 49.—At night, patrols should be halted on low ground in order

that anyone approaching can be seen silhouetted against

the sky.
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(5) Special security measures must be taken by
the patrol in crossing streams, cleared areas, bridges, defiles or

other terrain features which subject the patrol to fire when
little cover or concealment is available to it or when the patrol

has only partially crossed the dangerous terrain feature. (See
figs. 50 and 51.) For example, upon reaching a stream the
patrol leader makes a reconnaissance and selects a point of

crossing. This point should be easily protected, not subject to

ambush by the enemy, and facilitate reorganization of the
patrol on the opposite bank. Security elements are sent up
and down stream to protect the patrol crossing. Scouts recon-
noiter the far bank and any concealment and near-by cover
that would hide the enemy. If the far bank is unoccupied,
additional men cross to assist the scouts in extending the pro-
tection. The patrol leader then crosses the stream, leaving the
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second-in-command on the near bank to send the remainder of

the patrol across in small groups. The flank security detach-
ments on the near bank and the second-in-command are the
last to cross the stream.

24. Captured Documents; Reports.—a. The patrol leader
requires that all information obtained by the members of the
patrol be signaled or reported to him immediately. He records
everything of importance. The second-in-command secures
and continues the record if the patrol leader becomes a casualty.

b. The patrol searches enemy personnel and installa-

tions for documents such as maps, messages, orders and codes.

All such material found is turned in, usually when the patrol

leader makes his report.
1
"' However, if the patrol leader believes

these documents contain vital information, and the patrol has
not accomplished its mission, he sends them back to the unit

commander by messenger. For this purpose he sends two mes-
sengers, who follow different routes ; one carries the documents
while the other carries a report containing the gist of the ma-
terial. The messengers must be able to transmit the informa-
tion orally in case they have to destroy the written messages
to prevent enemy interception. The patrol may use a radio
in an emergency. It may sometimes use captured radios by
changing the frequency to that of a friendly net. A prear-
ranged code protects the message and the patrol uses such a
code for only one action. The patrol leader takes necessary
action to insure that records and codes are not captured by the
enemy.

c. Upon the return of the patrol the leader makes a
complete report which includes

—

(1) Designation and size of the patrol.

(2) Mission.

(3) Time of departure and routes followed.

(4) Character of ground covered.

(5) Location and condition of enemy defenses.

(6) Number of enemy seen; where, when, action,

and attitude.

(7) Results of any encounters with the enemy.

(8) Return route and time of return.

(9) Condition of the patrol, including disposition

of any dead or wounded.

(10) Conclusions, to include to what extent the mis-
sion was accomplished.

"" Solomon Islands, 1942. The Japanese made considerable use of recon-

naissance patrols. One U.S. Marine patrol met a 25-man patrol and

accounted for at least 18 of them. "Our interpreter read captured

messages which were used by the marines in successful operations

later."
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SECTION 3

RECONNAISSANCE PATROLS

25. Reconnaissance Patrols.—a. Reconnaissance patrols

may have a great variety of missions,
21

but all of them are con-
cerned primarily with the securing of information and getting
this information to the commander desiring it, in time for it

to be of use. It must accomplish its mission, even if it is forced
to fight. A two or three-man reconnaissance patrol may be
sufficient for a reconnaissance mission, though it will often

be necessary to increase the number of members for self pro-

tection, or if the patrol is to send back information or remain
out for a considerable period. A reconnaissance patrol will

seldom exceed a platoon in strength. It is equipped with radio
for prompt transmission of information. Missions for recon-
naissance patrols include gaining information of the location

and characteristics of friendly or hostile positions and instal-

lations, routes, stream crossings, obstacles or terrain features.

b. The mission of a patrol may be to reconnoiter
friendly defensive wire obstacles to determine where repairs
are needed. The bulk of the patrol works along the outside
of the wire, with security elements on both flanks as well as
in the direction of the enemy. Two men work along the inside

of the wire; one marks with stakes or tape any gaps found,
the other precedes and warns friendly sentries of the approach.
Prior to departure, the patrol leader ascertains the location of
antipersonnel mines or signal warning devices located in or
near the wire.

c. A patrol with the mission of investigating hostile
wire employs a formation providing all-around security and
takes precautions against getting caught in enemy final pro-
tective fires. The leader and one man inspect each gap and
establish its location by means of compass bearings to prom-
inent objects in the rear of friendly positions.

d. A patrol with the mission of investigating a gassed
area reconnoiters and marks the boundaries of the area. The
patrol members wear protective clothing and gas masks. The
leader reports the extent of the area, type of gas used, type
of vegetation and the method of marking the area. A sketch
of the gassed area should be included in the report.

21 Tobruk, 1941-42. For weeks before the action started much courageous
and essential patrol work had been going on in the desert. Some of

our night patrols crept stealthily to enemy encampments and spent
up to three hours gleaning vital information, while others went out
into the desert exploring and locating Italian mine fields. Some-
times the men of these patrols would have to crawl over the sand
outside encampments grubbing about with their hands until they
located the mines.
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e. (1) Specially trained reconnaissance patrols or

parties are assigned the task of locating and reporting the
location of enemy mine fields since a plan of attack may depend
upon knowledge of the location and extent of such fields.

Several patrols may make reconnaissance at several points at

the same time. One noncommissioned officer and four men
should constitute such a patrol. One man is left at the rear for
get-away and security. Two men work forward, probing over
a 6-foot front and laying a tape between them. When either

finds a mine or booby trap, the other drops back 5 yards until

the device is recognized and provision made to by-pass it or
neutralize it temporarily. The noncommissioned officer fol-

lows the two probers at about 5 yards. It is his duty to note
carefully all information required for the report. The other
man operates as runner. Reconnaissance should be continued
for 200 to 300 yards after the last mine has been encountered,
and otherwise as necessary. After the reconnaissance has
been completed, the party returns over the same route. If the
fact that the field has been entered must be concealed, guide
tapes are removed and all mines are restored to their original

sites.

(2) Reconnaissance report.—The report should in-

clude

—

(a) A sketch showing exact location of the
field, giving coordinates, map reference, and prominent land-
marks, and noting type of soil, unusual terrain features, and
mine-field pattern.

(b) A list by type and number of booby traps
encountered and their positions in the field.

(c) Samples of nonstandard or unidentifiable

mines for research or identification.

(d) The estimated depth of mine field in feet.

(e) The number and type of antitank mines
encountered.

(f) The location, depth, width, and shape of

antitank ditches.

(g) The location, height, depth, type, and
nature of material of wire obstacles.

(h) Any other comments deemed necessary
to clarify the report, such as method of guarding, method of
marking, existence of dummy mines, or existing gaps.

26. Adjusting Supporting Fires.—When it does not inter-

fere with their missions, all patrols assist artillery, mortars,
machine guns, and other supporting weapons by reporting the
location of targets. (See par. 18e.) Exceptionally, a recon-
naissance patrol might have the mission of locating and ad-
justing fire on targets.

22

Burma, 1942. The Japanese often located machine-gun and mortar

positions by the use of patrols. Patrols indicated the positions of

weapons by converging fire with red tracer ammunition.
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SECTION 4

COMBAT PATROLS

27. Combat Patrols.—a. Combat patrols may be assigned
missions of preventing hostile reconnaissance units from dis-

covering the disposition of friendly troops, and of keeping hos-
tile infiltrating groups from executing harassing or destructive
missions.

"

: Such patrols repel hostile reconnoitering or infil-

trating groups before they have accomplished their missions,
destroy any hostile group which may have gained information,
and deny to the enemy any commanding ground which will

permit observation of, or the delivery of, effective small-arms
fire against friendly troops. They prevent a hostile group from
moving to a position from which it can accomplish even a part
of its mission.

24

b. In defensive situations these combat patrols operate
in front of and between friendly outposts and defended locali-

ties. At night, where mine fields are located in front of or on the
flanks of a defensive position, they operate continuously. Small
groups patrol within, in front of, and on the flanks of the mine
field. ~" When operating within a mine field, the patrols follow
passageways; if it is necessary to leave the path, the patrol
leaders determine the location of antipersonnel mines.

c. During retrograde movements, combat patrols assist

in screening the withdrawal of the main body, and later co-

ordinate their movements with the rear guard.

28. Connecting Groups.—a. The primary mission of a con-
necting group, which is one type of combat patrol, is to inform
the commander who sent it out of the situation of the unit
observed. It may have one or more of the following secondary
missions

:

(1) To inform the commander of the unit with
which it is maintaining liaison of the situation of it own unit.

L,f! Finno-Russian Frontier, 1939-42. In addition to inflicting direct casual-

ties, patrol activity creates a feeling of uncertainty among enemy
troops, and forces them to take excessive measures for precaution.

For example, as a result of such activity to Finnish patrols, the
commander of a Russian tank corps ordered an entire tank brigade
to reconnoiter the terrain far to the rear of the Russian positions.

24
Phili ppines. 1942. At all times the Japanese kept a pressure against

our lines, sending an infiltrating group through a gap or weak spot
as far as possible, to be followed by more, unless the first were
immediately wiped out.

2Z Libya, 1941-42. The marking of routes for night marches is accom-
plished as follows: the route is reconnoitered during daylight hours
if possible, and is marked. Each marker consists of an oil can, set
on top of a stake, with a light inside the can. A small slit in one
side of the can enables the dot of light to be seen for miles to the rear.
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(2) To cover any gaps which exist between its unit

and the adjacent unit, and to give warning of and resist any
hostile penetration of that gap.

b. The patrol uses experienced messengers. The higher
commander frequently questions these messengers regarding
the situation as seen by them to augment the transmitted in-

formation. To perform their duties effectively, they must have
an adequate understanding of the situation. They should carry
a compass, message blanks, and binoculars, ihey may carry a
map or sketch and a radio for emergency use. Their arms and
other equipment are light.

c. Before leaving on his mission the patrol leader
secures from the higher commander the hostile situation, the
situation and plans of his own unit, and those of the unit with
which the patrol is to maintain liaison. The patrol leader enters
this information on his map. He conducts the patrol to the
general area of operations, selects a location permitting ob-

servation of the activities of the adjacent unit, and disposes
his men for observation and all-around security. He may
divide the patrol into smaller groups if the interval between
units is wide. If practicable he visits the adjacent unit, ex-

changing information with its commander, and takes along
one or more messengers to familiarize them with the route.

He then reconnoiters for routes forward when the advance of

his own or the adjacent unit makes such movement necessary.

d. The patrol leader reports immediately to his own
commander important developments of the adjacent unit.

Such developments might be the successful advance of a major
portion of the unit, the repulse of such an advance, movement
of the command post, and any observed activity of major
importance. He may make similar reports to the commander
of the adjacent unit with respect to the situation of his own
unit. If contact is lost, he reports this fact to his commander.
He remains in position to protect the flank of his own unit
unless ordered to return.

29. Raids.—a. Planned raids.—A combat patrol engaged
in raiding is practically always commanded by an officer. A
successful raid requires detailed planning, since it is necessary
to anticipate probable situations and to adopt definite courses
of action for each. Rehearsals are imperative. The safety of
the patrol depends upon all-around security. This security
takes the form of a close-in, perimeter defense during an en-
gagement or the seizure of an objective. (See fig. 52.)
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b. Infiltration.— (1) Missions that may be assigned
to an infiltrating combat patrol are numerous. 20 27 They include

demoralizing hostile troops (for example, dispatching false

orders over tapped wires) ;
destroying an important installa-

tion (factory, power station, airfield, supply dump, tank park,
communication center) ; or even seizing and holding an in-

stallation pending the arrival of other troops. The mission
may refer to a specific feature such as the destruction of a
works whose location is known;'8

or it may be general, such
as the creation of confusion or the destruction of any installa-

tions encountered.'" Fifth column personnel and reports of
previous reconnaissance patrols assist infiltration patrols to
accomplish their missions.

28 Malaya, 1942. A four-man Japanese patrol, armed with light-weight

automatic weapons infiltrated into the British rear areas and suc-

cessfully wiped out a brigade headquarters, consisting of 26 men of

all ranks.
27 Philippines, 1942. Japanese infiltration groups consisting of two or

three men or larger units were allowed to exercise their ingenuity

in advancing to objectives. Frequently but one or two men armed
with Tommy guns have been the only thrust, but produced strong

psychological effect by fire from the rear.

2* Finno-Russian Frontier, 1939-1940. As a Soviet troop train lumbered
along the Murmansk railway on its way to the front, Finnish patrols

blew up a bridge immediately in its path.
20 Finno-Russian Frontier, 1939-40. Some Finnish ski patrols are pene-

trating 40 miles a day into Russian territory to cut communications.
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(2) The patrol determines its nearness to an ob-

jective by the external characteristics of the installation. For
example, if in search of a command post, the patrol leader is

on the alert for messenger routes, telephone lines, or direc-

tional signs. If a sentry is sighted by a patrol member, this

member reports the fact immediately to the leader who decides
what is to be done. Usually the leader will have the sentry
evaded or killed silently. In the vicinity of an installation, the
leader makes a final reconnaissance to determine its nature, its

defenses, and whether or not there are reinforcements near-by.
He may decide to change the formation of his patrol. He
disposes the patrol before the attack to permit simultaneous
surprise action, whether from one, two, or more directions,
and assigns each element its specific mission in the attack,
charging one element with the major mission. This element
attacks quickly, quietly, and vigorously, concentrating all of
its efforts on reaching the objective and destroying it. Auto-
matic weapons, appropriately posted, cut off hostile escape.
(See fig. 53.) Prisoners are not taken unless this is part
of the mission. When the mission has been accomplished, the
patrol, upon signal, immediately and according to a prear-
ranged plan known to all, leaves the locality. The patrol gives
first aid to wounded members

;
they are not abandoned but are

brought back with the patrol wherever possible.
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(3) When a patrol has the mission of hampering
the hostile effort wherever found in an assigned area, the

patrol leader must decide in each instance what he is able to

accomplish. If he finds that his strength is insufficient to ac-

complish certain work by combat, he has a secondary mission

of securing information which may be of use to other agencies,

such as the location of targets for artillery or aerial bombard-
ment.

(4) A patrol for infiltration may not always be
planned, organized and sent out from friendly lines as such.

Any unit which, during combat, penetrates hostile lines and
loses contact with other friendly units, adopts infiltrating

tactics and conducts itself as indicated in subparagraphs (1),

(2), and (3) above. The leader of a unit which has pene-
trated the hostile lines, and still retains fredom of action,

takes quick advantage of any opportunity to further the plans
of the higher commanders. He adapts his actions to the situ-

ation and selects missions that involve considerable risk, if

the accomplishment of these missions is vital. A combination
of caution and boldness and a high degree of leadership are
essential for the successful accomplishment of such missions.

c. Direct-assault action.— (1) A combat patrol en-
gaged in assault missions accomplishes such missions as raid-

ing to gain information, destroying an enemy outpost, deceiv-
ing the enemy as to an intended attack, or seizing prisoners
from an observation post or small defended area. A condition
of low visibility is desirable for such actions.

(2) Where supporting fires assist the action of
the patrol, the higher commander or the patrol leader coordi-
nates these fires.

(3) The patrol is strong enough not only to ac-
complish its mission, but to take prisoners and to carry out
its own wounded.

(4) Silence and speed of attack are essential. The
leader's plan usually includes the encirclement of the hostile
position, either physically or by the fire of weapons, so as to
isolate it during the assault. (See fig. 54.) The patrol
overwhelms the enemy while he is in a state of confusion, and
quickly withdraws before the objective can be reinforced.

(5) The patrol leader plans in advance for the
posting of security elements to the front and flanks when the
objective is reached. The main body signals these elements
when the withdrawal from the objective is to start, and they
continue their mission during the withdrawal until the patrol
re-enters friendly lines.

(6) A patrol whose mission is to deceive the ene-
my as to the main action employs such ruses as moving, firing,
and making noises to disclose its position. It simulates great
aggressiveness, yet adopts formations and occupies positions
which minimize losses. The patrol leader plans the patrol's
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actions in advance to insure against exaggeration, since de-

ception which becomes obvious to the enemy destroys its pur-
pose.

Figure 54.—When possible, the patrol objective is encircled either

physically or by the fire of weapons.

30. Mopping-up.—a. A combat patrol with a mopping-up
mission operates against isolated hostile groups in the rear of

our front lines."' The mission of such a patrol is the destruc-

tion of enemy elements by-passed in the attack or otherwise
separated from supporting units. When an enemy is found, it

should be fixed with fire and enveloped quickly to prevent
escape. It is assaulted and overcome with the bayonet, gren-
ade, or other means of close combat. Patrols for mopping-up
are usually furnished by support and reserve units. Front-
line units may employ patrols to mop up enemy groups threat-
ening their flanks or rear, particularly in defensive situations.

Mopping-up is essential in densely wooded and built-up areas,
where opposing forces become so intermingled that no definite

front line exists. It is vital that ambushing, harassing, and
sniping by the enemy be held to a minimum, not only because

:in Burma, 1942. In villages, mopping-up had to be thorough, and houses

searched from ground to roof. Japanese troops are adept at infil-

trating into villages and concealing themselves; they used numerous
hiding places for snipers.
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of the loss of men and materiel, but also because morale suffers

when a unit is repeatedly subjected to attacks and fire from
(

unexpected directions.

b. The patrol finds and kills the resisting enemy
groups. The killing of hostile snipers requires a special search-

ing technique. The patrol uses a formation (see figures 40
and 41) that permits each member to search the area assigned
to him. The automatic rifle team is a centrally located small

support. There are no gaps between areas. The men operate
in pairs, one man moving forward while the other covers his

advance. Each man goes over his assigned strip thoroughly,
searching every possible place of concealment and paying
particular attention to trees. A visual search is not always
sufficient; hence, every likely hiding place is fired into or

bayoneted. The searchers, covered by other patrol members
and operating in pairs, approach dangerous places from a flank,

so that the concealed sniper must change his position to fire.

Ordinarily snipers rely upon concealment and camouflage to

escape detection and they rarely fire upon a patrol searching
for them. When a sniper has been located, at least one mem-
ber of the patrol engages him while other members approach
the sniper from one or both flanks.

c. (1) Enemy parachutists or airborne troops land-
ing behind our lines are difficult to dislodge if once permitted
time in which to organize. They increase their ability to re-

sist the defender's attacks by landing in strength, with many
automatic weapons and adequate ammunition ; and by rein-
forcing and resupplying by air.

(2) Parachute or airborne troops are at a disad-
vantage when they first land because it takes them some time
to remove or collect their equipment and to organize fully. For
the first minute they are nearly helpless, due to difficulties

with parachutes or rough landings. For two minutes they
are unable to withstand an attack because they have not se-
cured and unpacked all equipment. However, within five min-
utes they may be completely equipped even though not fully
organized for effective action.

(3) Patrols assigned mopping-up missions attempt
to arrive at the landing area as soon as the enemy para-
chutists, gliders, or planes transporting troops do. Trained
patrols, held in reserve for this purpose, make quick action
possible. All individuals armed with small arms open fire

when the enemy descends within effective slant range and
continue firing to destroy individuals and groups who succeed
in landing during the short period which ensues before thev
can reach their weapons, organize, and effect any concerted
action. Groups who escape destruction are searched out un-
hesitatingly. (See fig. 55.) Detailed members of each pa-
trol collect or destroy enemy equipment. If this equipment
cannot be destroyed, the patrol covers it with fire and kills any
enemy who seek to recover it.
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SECTION 5

PATROLLING UNDER EXTREME TERRAIN AND
CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

31. Jungle.—a. For special training, see NAVMC—3018.

b. There is no typical jungle country. The density of

jungle varies from almost impenetrable lowlands to forested
mountains with a minimum of undergrowth. In dense jungle
warfare, the front is seldom clear-cut. Vegetation crowds up
to the edge ol the trails, precluding observation to the flanks.

Twisting paths make it impossible to see far to the front or
rear.

31

c. Characteristics of patrol operations in the jungle
are : limited observation ; decreased range and coordination
of aimed fire

;
difficulty of movement, control, and communica-

tion; and reduced assistance from friendly supporting weap-
ons. Due to these limitations, security elements operate close
in. (See fig. 56.) Patrols are small and numerous, but oper-
ate with sufficient intervals between them to prevent con-
fusion. A selected officer or noncommissioned officer commands
each patrol. Because of the heat, humidity, and resultant
fatigue inherent in jungle warfare, patrols carry as few arms,

31 Burma, 1942. Throughout the campaign infantry were called upon at

all times for heavy patrol duty. The number of patrols and length

of time they operated were increased by the enclosed nature of the

country (restricting observation), lack of reconnaissance aircraft,

shortage of mobile troops, and the Japanese aptitude for using little

known and even unmarked trails. Sometimes infantry on foot were
called upon to patrol 15 miles ahead of forward units.
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Figure 56.—When fields of fire are limited, firing positions in trees are

utilized to increase the fire on an enemy location.
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as little ammunition, and as light equipment as possible.
32 33 By

careful training, these patrols overcome feelings of isolation

and loneliness in the jungle by becoming thoroughly familiar

with jungle noises, animals, and vegetation, together with
the restricted visibility and unusual light. They learn to dis-

tinguish between edible and poisonous fruits and berries, both
of which abound in the jungle, and to find potable water in

upturned tropical leaves and in the stems of non-poisonous
plants.

d. The jungle facilitates infiltration, even though the
undergrowth impedes movement. A small patrol moving care-
fully through well-defended jungle can surprise and destroy
a well-protected installation.

14

(See fig. 57.)

32 Tobruk, 1941-42. The Australians at Tobruk found that it was best to

work in khaki, stripped of all equipment, bombs in pocket and few
rounds in bandolier, revolver or rifle, rifle preferred because it had
a bayonet. French daggers were carried sometimes.

33 Buna, 1942. Our infantrymen approaching Buna, in the jungles of New
Guinea, were carrying 40 rounds of ammunition.

34 S.W. Pacific, 1942. Japanese patrols usually were small. They were
lightly dressed and armed with light machine guns and grenades.
Each man carried enough food for several days. Nearly all were
expert swimmers and could handle small boats. They were in-

structed to look upon woods and water as valuable aids, not as ob-
stacles. The men were trained and hardened to withstand many
discomforts.
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e. The number of concealed hiding places requires the
constant, alert action of patrols engaged in mopping-up opera-
tions. As many as ten snipers may be concealed in a single

tree. Snipers often use dummies to trap the untrained. When
a sniper is fired on, he may simulate injury or death by drop-
ping a dummy to the ground and then firing on the patrol as
it advances. Automatic weapons and grenades are useful for

close combat. High openings permit the grenade to be thrown
in the overhand manner, but low openings require the under-
hand throw.

35
(See fig. 58.)

32. Desert.—a. Great distances, lack of concealment, dif-

ficult ground surfaces, extremes of heat and cold, and the
shortage of water confront the desert patrol.

b. A major patrol mission may be to assist in securing
vital water sources.

c. All members of the patrol keep their weapons dry
and scrupulously clean to prevent stoppages caused by dust
and sand. If the patrol is likely to remain out during part or

Guadalcanal, 1942. Individuals must have thorough practice in throw-

ing hand grenades in woods.
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all of the night,
30 members are equipped with overcoats and

blankets. A sun compass is essential. Each patrol member
protects his eyes from sand glare by goggles or sun glasses.

He protects his face and lungs with a respirator, neck cloth,

and nose cloth. Each man carries a predetermined amount of

water.
37

d. The patrol often uses motor transportation to a de-

trucking point near the objective; avoids direct exposure to

the sun, whenever possible
;
performs its mission on foot ; and

immediately withdraws to the entrucking point. In addition

to the strength necessary to accomplish the mission, the patrol

includes sufficient men to protect the vehicles. Sand storms,
when not too severe, facilitate surprise raids by small groups
on lines of communication, supply installations, and small de-

fensive positions.

38 Tobruk, 1941-42. Patrols in the Tobruk area operated mostly by
night. During the day they lived in caves and dugouts. At some
points only a half a mile separated enemy machine guns covering

the exits to dugouts. Water was eked out. Some of the men wore
sleeveless leather jerkins, stocking caps against chill night air, stock-

ings pulled up to the knees over slacks, quiet soled patrol boots made
out of old felt hats and tire covers. Eight men are to attack a

German post by creeping around on it from the rear to take it by
surprise and not come up against the concertina wire fences. Night
going is deceptive in the desert. There is the difficulty of conceal-

ment. With the moon rising behind you, you must be careful to

prevent "bobbing" or silhouetting yourself. In the stillness of the

night the slightest sound is magnified. The patrol proceeds by
signal. Tufts of Camelthorn may trip you up. There are shell

holes and telephone wires. The two miles to the enemy post may
take an hour or more to cover. Cat's-eyes and stealth are needed.

A cool, calculating head and, when the moment of the surprise attack

comes, cold, merciless ferocity; men are inspected; no badges or tell-

tale buttons are worn; they have put on their camouflage overalls

that tone them in with the sand. Slung over shoulders are tommy
guns, rifles and bayonets and hand grenades. Compass bearings
are checked by the leader. They walk wide-spaced, in single file,

and stop dead in their tracks as a balloon of light soars up in front.

There is a brisk burst of machine-gun fire, but the patrol doesn't

bother about these shots as they are shots fired along a fixed line in

the dark. The patrol is up in the enemy forward posts now. Ma-
chine guns fire to right and left. The patrol follows depressions in

the ground, skirting along between mounds, sinking into every shal-

low wadi, wary of booby trap and mine. Bushes on the horizon
look like crouching men motionless against the sky. The patrol

passes close to an enemy party laying a mine field; another digging
under protection of an armored car; further on, a concentration of

tank tracks probably leading to a patrol or ammunition dump; the
leader records these facts for further investigation but the German
post is the goal tonight. They work around to the rear and sil-

houette it against the rising moon. The last lap is done on their
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bellies. They are within 100 yards of it. A raid develops over

Tobruk harbor. In the gun pit the Germans look up and are dis-

tracted by the raid. The patrol works its way to a point where the

pit is just out of range of their grenades. A new man on the job in

the tenseness of the moment tilts up his rifle and the bayonet gleams

in the moon. A flare goes up immediately as the patrol rushes the

position; hand grenades burst at their feet; they close with the

enemy; wounds are forgotten; a prisoner is taken and the rest wiped

out.

37 Middle East, 1942. Water:—It is surprising how far one can make his

daily water allowance go. The allowance is one gallon per man per

day. This is for all purposes, including that used in the mess for

cooking and for cleaning mess kits. The allowance was never ex-

ceeded but was sometimes reduced to three quarts for several days.

Personally I found the following system very successful: take a

good drink after breakfast, drink sparingly at the noon meal (no

water if tea or coffee is drunk) and a good drink following the eve-

ning meal. No water between meals—it's fatal to attempt to allay

thirst between meals when hot and sweaty, there just isn't enough
available, and it is difficult to resist the temptation once one has

weakened.

33. Snow-Covered Terrain.—a. Speed, silence, and the
ability to move across country enable ski patrols to oper-
ate over large areas. These patrols are capable of exten-
sive actions against communications, swift attacks on the
flanks of marching columns, and harassment of hostile

bivouac areas.
18 30 40 41 A snow-shoe patrol, while not as rapid in

movement, operates more efficiently than a ski patrol in deep
snow or over uneven or brush-covered terrain. It is essential

that a patrol operating in snow-covered terrain obtain weather

38 Finno-Russian Frontier, 1939-42. The Finnish patrols devote their

energies primarily to three specialized tasks: a) depriving the ene-

my of their command by attack and destroying regimental and
brigade headquarters, b) concentrating on the destruction of field-

kitchens, c) attacking communications. When enemy lines of com-
munications are extended, they are subjected to incessant harassing.

For this purpose detachments of picked ski runners are considered

most suitable.

39 Finno-Russian Frontier, 1939-42. Massed troops and columns of the

enemy are annihilated chiefly by swift movement and automatic fire.

For this purpose ski troops are held in readiness and are put into

action at the proper time. These ski troops attack a column on the

flank, move rapidly along the whole length of the column, and
inflict casualties with automatic weapons.

40 Finno-Russian Frontier, 1939-40. Finnish ski patrols had traveled for

seven days behind the Russian lines, sleeping under the pine trees

at night and skiing on an average 30 miles a day. They had taken
no blankets or extra clothes, for the weight they could carry was
reserved for machine pistols and hand grenades; the only food they
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had was dried reindeer meat, bread and butter and plenty of sugar.

When they reached the railway they made no attempt to blow up

the tracks because the tracks can be so easily repaired; they con-

centrated on burning down warehouses and refueling stations along

the way.
41 Finno-Russian Frontier, 1939-42. What we do is kick off our skis, fire

from a firm position, and then slip them on again. This is particu-

larly necessary for throwing the grenade. It is very difficult to

throw a grenade accurately from skis. We work in patrols of three,

six or twelve men usually, though a battle position may have 15 or

more. The same men work together all the time. We try to get a

balanced patrol—one man, for instance, with an excellent knowledge

of country; one first class shot; one man with outstanding hearing,

or especially good stamina. Patrols are of two types, battle and

reconnaissance. A reconnaissance patrol never fires unless it has to.

Its job is to get information about enemy lines or positions. For a

short job the patrol usually goes out at dusk, travels all night and
gets back just before daylight. In that time they will cover about

25 miles—other reconnaissance patrols go out for longer stretches

of three days or a week or even three weeks. On the Salla front,

Finnish patrols completely circled the Soviet positions every night

bringing back a constant stream of information to their commanders.

Others would lie throughout the darkness close to the Russian lines,

watching trench digging, and spotting where headquarters were
being placed and stores dumped . . . they carried special iron rations,

amongst them quantities of sugar, which they found gave immedi-

ate energy to a tired man. Battle patrols were sent out to do a

specific job, such as blowing up a bridge, cutting a road or harrying

supply lines. They were always armed with at least one Suomi
machine pistol per patrol. They frequently dragged a light ma-
chine gun and ammunition in a small wooden snow boat . . . they
waged continual night war in the Russian rear. Their favorite tac-

tic was to place land mines under the snow on a busy road, lie in

wait to fire on men thrown out of tanks and lorries by the explosion

and then ski off. It was one of these battle patrols which attacked

the Murmansk railway behind the Salla front at least 30 miles

inside Soviet territory. They had travelled through the forest for

ten days until they came up against a siding packed with trucks of

war materials. They waited until dark, hurled grenades into the

trucks, set fire to a great pile of skis nearby and bolted for the

woods on their skis . . . the whole raid took only two minutes . . .

the light machine gun and the ski (with the puuko used for knifing

sentries) were the weapons which gave these patrols their great
striking strength. The great value of this patrol work was that it

kept up offensive spirit among an army necessarily on the defensive

throughout the war.

forecasts in advance of operations, since the fall of additional
snow may have a major effect upon its activities.

b. The proper functioning of all small arms requires
the use of lightweight, non-freeze lubricants. As a substitute
for these lubricants, powdered graphite may be applied to the
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moving parts after they are wiped dry. Due to the blanketing

of the snow, grenades lose much of their effectiveness.
42 The

clothing of the patrol is loose-fitting, light, warm, wind-resist-

ant, and of good woolen quality. White hooded coveralls pro-

vide camouflage.
43 Colored glasses prevent snow blindness. In

the absence of glasses, blackening the skin around the eyes
affords some protection. Thermos bottles take the place of

canteens. No matter how small the patrol, if it is to be out
more than a few hours, smokeless heating equipment is es-

sential.
44

42 Russia, 1941-42. It was found that even deep snow does not lead to

more "duds" than under normal conditions. Snow does, however,

greatly decrease the fragmentations of grenades.
43 Russia, 1942. For camouflage, Russian specialist ski troops wore white

coats with attached hoods, while ordinary infantry not equipped

with them usually rolled in the snow before going into action, pro-

ducing a mottled effect that was found especially good against a

forest background.
44 Finno-Russian Frontier, 1939-42. No Finnish unit however small is

ever sent out upon operations of more than a few hours length with-

out heating equipment adapted to its needs. In each of their shelters

is a stove designed to burn without sparks or visible trace of smoke.
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c. Training must emphasize how to remove skis or

snow-shoes rapidly, take up firing positions in the snow, and
use crossed ski poles stuck into the snow as weapon rests.

45

(See fig. 59.)

Figure 59.—Members of ski patrols use crossed ski poles as a rifle rest

when firing from an off-ski kneeling position.

d. Ski and snow-shoe tracks facilitate tracking by
enemy ground patrols or aviation. Patrol members follow in

trace so that their tracks will not disclose the strength of the
patrol. The patrol seeks concealment by moving in or along
the edges of ditches and along snow-covered hedges and fences
so that the trail is less distinguishable or is obscured by
shadows. The last member drags brush behind him, thus
making it difficult for ground troops to determine the direction

of travel and preventing the tracking of the patrol by hostile

aircraft. (See figs. 60 and 61.) In order to blend with the
terrain, the patrol avoids edges of woods and does not skirt

43 Russia, 1941-42. Since many Russians are accustomed to skiing before

they are called up, 14 days are allowed for training the infantry

soldier to operate on skis. The specialist ski troops are given a

course of two months.
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exposed rocks or bare ledges where white clothing will be
readily seen.

46

e. Observation is difficult when skiing unless the skier

is moving at a very slow rate of speed. Therefore, before pro-
ceeding uphill or downhill, the patrol leader designates one
man to remain behind to observe forward until the remainder
of the patrol moves up or down the hill.
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Figure 61.—Ski patrol members make careful use of shadows to conceal

their tracks and movements.
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